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EDITOR'S NOTE:
IJERI DESIGNED FOR A BROADER MARKET

Philip Weinsier, IJERI Manuscript Editor

IAJC Journals

published here. Both IJERI and IJME are available online
(www.ijeri.org & www.ijme.us) and in print.

Due to the overwhelming success of the International Association of Journals and Conferences’ flagship journal—
IJME—over the last nine years, IAJC launched its second
journal, IJERI, in 2009. In order to cope with the increasing
interest in publishing, IJERI was designed to meet the same
rigorous standards as IJME, while offering articles for a
broader readership. As the name implies, the International
Journal of Engineering Research and Innovation accepts
traditional papers on engineering research, but also studies
bringing new and innovative works to its readership.

After only two printings, IJERI already seems to be as
popular as IJME. Combining the power and potential of
these two journals with the diversity of the partner journals
is making IAJC and its international conference a magnet for
some of the best research studies anywhere.

IAJC, the parent organization of IJERI and IJME, is a
first-of-its-kind, pioneering organization acting as a global,
multilayered umbrella consortium of academic journals,
conferences, organizations, and individuals committed to
advancing excellence in all aspects of education related to
engineering and technology. IAJC is fast becoming the association of choice for many researchers and faculty, due to its
high standards, personal attention, diversity of journals—
IJERI, IJME and about 10 other partner journals—fast-track
publishing, and the biennial IAJC conference.
We thank you for your continued support and look forward to seeing you at the next IJME conference. Watch for
details on the IJME web site and for email updates. Please
also look through our extensive web site (www.iajc.org) for
information on conferences, chapters, membership and benefits, journals and more.

Current Issue
As with IJME, the IJERI review process—with a final acceptance rate of roughly 20%—was fast-paced and exhausting. And, due to the hard work of the IJERI editorial review
board, I am confident that you will appreciate the articles

International Review Board
IJERI is steered by IAJC’s distinguished board of directors and is supported by an international review board consisting of prominent individuals representing many wellknown universities, colleges, and corporations in the United
States and abroad.
To maintain this high-quality journal, manuscripts that appear in the Articles section have been subjected to a rigorous
review process. This includes blind reviews by three or more
members of the international editorial review board—with
expertise in a directly related field—followed by a detailed
review by the journal editors.

IAJC Next International Conference
The next IAJC conference is scheduled for the spring of
2011. However, drawing on the success of the last IAJC
conference, the next event may again be a joint offering with
another organization. Presentation papers selected from the
conference are considered for publication in one of the IAJC
journals or member journals. Oftentimes, these papers, along
with manuscripts submitted at-large, are reviewed and published in less than half the time of other journals. Please
watch for upcoming details in the spring issue of IJERI and
on the IJME web site.

EDITOR’S NOTE: 2008 IAJC-IJME INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Editorial Review Board Members
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IMPROVING ORDER-PICKING THROUGHPUT
IN A WAREHOUSING/DISTRIBUTION CENTER
Reza A. Maleki, North Dakota State University; Bryan Gefroh, Swanson Health Products

Abstract
This paper reflects the result of a research project conducted on behalf of a mail-order and internet marketing distributor of dietary supplements [1] [5]. The main objective
of the project was to develop proposals to improve orderpicking processes in a warehousing and distribution center.
This project entailed not only researching available systems
to increase order-picking throughput, but also improvement
to processes such as the placement of inventory, the operator
interface with the system, and the information flow. Study
and analysis of alternative technologies led to the development of a proposal which included the addition of a horizontal carousel system as well as the integration of a zone bypass system into the existing pick-to-light (PTL) system. The
main focus of this paper is the impact of the proposed systems on the order-picking throughput and operating expenses. Also included are summaries of the alternative systems and a brief outline of proposed changes to the PTL
inventory placement and order release filtering processes to
balance the order-picking workload.

Introduction
Traditional warehouse functions include receiving, storing
products, replenishing, order-picking, packing, and shipping.
Over the years, more complex functions such as crossdocking, cycle-counting, and kitting have been added to the
list of warehouse functions [13] [15]. To stay competitive in
today’s market, continuous efforts to improve all of these
functions are important, but order-picking deserves the most
scrutiny because it accounts for a large percentage of warehousing/distribution operating expenses. A prerequisite to
the design of an effective order-picking system requires a
thorough understanding of its key ingredients and an understanding of systems and technologies available to help with
its requirements.
Saenz [13] identifies the following as the key ingredients
to designing an effective order-picking operation:
1. Activity profiling. Fast-moving vs. slow-moving products and cube velocity. Cube velocity is calculated by
multiplying the quantity picked per item by the product's
cubic dimensions.

2. Picking equipment/technology. Product activity, cube
velocity, and product variety need to be identified to help
with the selection of storage and picking equipment.
3. Slotting strategy. Assigning a product to a location.
4. Replenishing forward pick. Replenishing picking locations when the pick-location inventory reaches a predefined level.
5. Layout/pick-zone design. An effective layout that minimizes handling, maximizes space utilization, and reduces
backtracking.
6. Picking methods. Defined in terms of: pickers per order the number of pickers that work on a single order at one
time; lines per pick - the number of orders a single item
is picked for at one time; and periods per shift - the frequency of order scheduling during one shift.
7. Material handling. The physical characteristics of the
product and cube velocity also impact the material handling equipment used.
Jaecques [8] outlines the increased need for productivity
improvements in distribution centers and how some of the
current technologies can help with improved order-picking.
Dallari, Marchet, and Melacini [4] share their study on the
development of a methodology to support warehouse designers in choosing the most suitable order-picking system.
A number of other studies offered examples of specific order-picking technologies and case studies [2] [3] [9] [6] [11]
[12] [16] which also proved to be helpful in conducting this
project. The website of the Material Handling Industry of
America (MHIA) [10] offers links to useful information for
equipment and systems used for storage, warehousing, and
order-picking operations.

Dietary Supplements Company
Overview and Research Activities
Due to rapid expansion in the market for dietary supplements, Swanson Health Products (SHP) is continuously improving its operational efficiencies to meet the growing
market demand. The current 120,000 square-foot facility in
Fargo, North Dakota, allows SHP to operate its call center,
customer care center, marketing, manufacturing (bottling
operations), warehousing, and distribution from one central
location. With the exception of cross-docking, other functions listed earlier also characterize the warehousing and
distribution at SHP.
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One of the competitive priorities at SHP is the quick order-processing and delivery to customers. The company
promises a 48-hour turnaround for orders and has a successful record of completing and shipping 65% of the orders
within 24 hours and 95% of the orders within 48 hours. The
company offers more than 2,500 products (SKUs) and processes and ships 11,000 orders per day with each order including about 8.4 individual items. Based on the forecast and
expected growth in the dietary supplement market, the company’s goal is to increase this capacity to 18,000 orders per
day.
An integral part of the order processing and shipping is the
company’s pick-to-light (PTL) system. The current orderprocessing operation has a potential throughput capacity of
18,000 orders per day. The PTL, on the other hand, is the
bottleneck and has a lower throughput of about of 11,000
orders per day. Therefore, to achieve the company’s goal of
18,000 orders per day, there is a great need to improve the
order-picking operation throughout while maintaining or
enhancing the quick product delivery to customers. The current order processing potential capacity of 18,000 units per
day was determined using time study and analysis of the
sub-systems’ capacities. These subsystems are explained
later and include box erector, label printer and insertion,
PTL, inspection, packaging, sorting, and shipping.
The research activities to address the needs of SHP to increase its order-picking system are summarized in Table 1.
The remainder of this paper reflects the results of the research and analysis of the current processes and outlines
characteristics of systems that can increase throughput. The
major focus of the paper is on capacity and the economic
analysis of the proposed systems.
Analysis of Current Processes
Understanding the current order-fulfillment process at
SHP provided the necessary information to establish a baseline and to discover some improvement opportunities.

Process Flow and Layout Analysis
A macro-level view of SHP product flow is shown in Figure 1. SHP’s overall operations can be divided into four major areas: manufacturing (bottling), warehousing, order fulfillment, and call center. The bottling process entails the
bottling of bulk-purchased capsules into smaller, retail-sized
quantities. The products that go through the bottling process
are then put in trays in batch quantities and are palletized
together to be stored in the secondary storage warehouse.
Warehousing has control over the bottled pallets as well as
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the products purchased from other vendors. Ultimately, the
products are placed on the racks in the order-picking areas.
Table 1. Project Research Activities
Analysis of Current Processes
Process Flow and
Layout Analysis
Inventory Placement
Information Flow

Research Alternative Systems

Proposals

A-Frame

Systems Proposal

Zone Bypass

Capacity Planning
including Time Study
and Inventory Placement

Carousel
Business Research

Economic Analysis

Customers place their orders either by mail, phone, or
online. The order-picking process is initiated by the customer orders entered into the SHP’s Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system. The ERP system filters the orders
based on a number of parameters such as next-day orders,
box sizes, back orders, and expedited orders. Typically, the
box sizes drive the sequence of the orders for the orderpicking since batching by box size reduces the set-up times
on the box erector. Once a box, which also includes the order information barcode, leaves the erector machine, it is
conveyed to the order-picking area where a PTL system is
used for order-picking. The PTL system directs operators by
means of signal lights on the shelves that indicate the quantity of each product to be picked and placed in the box. This
PTL system can also signal if a particular pick is the last
pick in a zone and/or is the last pick in an order. The filled
boxes then go through inspection, packaging, mail sorting,
and shipping.
The layout for the order-processing area is shown in Figure 2. The PTL area is divided into four zones; A, B, C, and
D. These zones are further broken down into 63 subzones
defined by the number of bays allocated for each zone; A1A17, B1-B17, C1-C14, and D1-D15. Each bay includes a
number of shelves and each shelf includes a number of bins
where individual SKUs are stored for pickup. As part of the
study, detailed information including the total SKUs within
zones as well as pick frequencies for each zone and orderpicking time standards were also collected. These data are
used for determining order-picking frequencies.
In the current PTL operation, boxes for individual orders
need to go through every zone until they reach the last pick
zone. Thus, all of the SKUs to be placed on the shelves are
based on pick frequency. Faster moving products need to be
placed in the earlier zones (zones in A), and also in the most
accessible middle shelves. In order to determine the best
locations for SKUs, SHP performs “front-end loading”
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which is the optimization of inventory locations using popularity ranking matched up with the location ranking (listed in
the order of accessibility and proximity to the starting location). For example, high-demand products are located along
the first priority shelf from zone A1 to A7. The products are
distributed amongst all zones and priority shelves in that
manner. Figure 2 includes a table that shows the result of the
front-end loading process. The table shows that about 46%
of the orders are completed within zone A. The table also
shows that about 80% of all the SKUs picked come from
zone A.
Every quarter, all the locations are re-optimized to reflect
the updated high-demand products at a cost of $22,000 per
year because the PTL operation is completely shut down for
a full day for re-optimization. In order to compensate for the
short-term ups and downs in the SKU demands within a
quarter, single-item location swapping occurs about 15-20
times a quarter. The ERP system keeps track of inventory
levels in different zones and in real time. Thus, when the
inventory on shelves reaches the minimum value specified,
the request for re-stock will be automatically generated for
the material handlers.

Information Flow
Figure 3 illustrates the information flow that is associated
with the PTL process at SHP. The information-flow process

begins with the order database, Mozart. Once orders are entered into the database, they are filtered out based on nextday order priorities and box sizes. Orders are batched according to box sizes to minimize the setup times necessary
for each change in box size. Once the orders are filtered,
they wait in the queue to be processed. This information is
then transferred to the first steps in the order-fulfillment system. Boxes are erected and sent down the conveyer where
the information from Mozart creates the customer purchase
orders which are inserted automatically. Barcode labels are
also generated which are attached to each box. These barcodes are the main source of information flow for the rest of
the PTL order-fulfillment process. Each barcode is then
scanned at each workstation. The barcode initiates the PTL
system by signaling the proper buttons to light up on the
corresponding shelf where an item or items need to be
picked. The operator ends the signal by picking the item(s)
and hitting the green button. The PTL system is also the
source of information for signaling that the order has been
completed.
If the order has not been completed, it is conveyed to the
next zone. If the order is completed, it is sent down the middle return conveyor to be packaged and shipped. After the
order is shipped, the customer is billed, and the information
is sent back to the database management level. At this point,
the inventory levels are updated and, if necessary, operators
are signaled to restock the shelves.

Figure 1. Macro-level Product Flow
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Figure 2. Order Processing Area Layout and Product Placements

Figure 3. Information Flow
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The Mozart order database is also the source of information for the placement of inventory. Placement of inventory
is tracked weekly in order to ensure that the highestdemanded SKUs are located in the proper locations of zone
A. Based on the demand percentages, switches in product
locations are made weekly, if necessary.

Alternative Methods and Systems for
Improved Throughput
A number of systems with the potential to increase the order-picking process were identified and briefly discussed
with SHP. The list of the systems to be further researched
was then narrowed down to three: A-Frame, horizontal carousel, and zone bypass system. The research activities included online case studies and materials provided by system
vendors, visiting and benchmarking distribution and warehousing operations, and studying relevant literature.

A-Frame System
An A-Frame system consists of a fully automated dispenser system which is primarily used for high-volume picking operations. A-Frames are known for increasing quality
and throughput in the order-picking processes. The system
consists of multiple dispensers that hold a vertical stack of
products. Although the basic design of all A-Frame systems
is the same, system manufacturers offer different options and
various levels of automation. Most designs include system
controls that direct dispensers to actuate based on the order
totes that pass beneath them [7]. An A-Frame system would
be able to handle orders at a rate of 4 items per second,
which would dramatically increase throughput. The vertical
stacking system design allows for the dispensers to be replenished while the machine is operating to fill orders. At
SHP, an A-Frame could be used to hold some of the highvolume products currently placed in zones A and B, but the
system would demand twice the amount of space currently
needed to pick these products. While the A-Frame could
handle product sizes ranging from 1.5" wide x 1" long x
0.25" high to 12" wide x 12" long x 3" high, the system
could not handle the fragile glass products delivered by
SHP.

Horizontal Carousel System
Horizontal carousels are a popular order-picking system
because they are relatively easy to use, require few operators, and increase throughput capabilities in order fulfillment. The systems are designed to be flexible, expandable,
and configurable to a wide variety of order fulfillment needs.
These systems include individual carousels (modules) that

are available in a wide variety of heights, widths, and depths.
These modules hold inventory, and a system can include one
or more of these modules. A typical system also includes a
conveyor system that interfaces with the modules and conveys the products to the pick operator. When inventory or
throughput requirements increase, the modular nature of
some of the carousel systems can allow for meeting such
increases by installing additional modules. Along with a
variety of sizes and configurations, they can be operated
with very little automation or can be nearly entirely automated according to customer needs.
In a carousel system, the orders are entered individually or
as a group called a batch. The system delivers the ordered
products, usually in a compartmentalized bin, to the pick
operator. A light bar signals the SKU location in the bin and
the pick quantity to the operator. Once the pick is completed,
the operator pushes the complete button. The system then
moves the next SKU bin to the operator. This process is repeated until all items for an order are picked.
Horizontal carousels offer the advantages of many of the
“order-picking principles” [15] including the elimination of
order-picking tasks such as traveling, extracting, reaching
and bending, documenting, sorting, and searching. The system helps with the efficient and ergonomic implementation
of the “products-to-picker” principle. Clear operator guidance confirms, manages, and controls each procedure, which
enables the implementation of zero-defect order-picking.
The carousel system offers a relatively high pick rate and a
high storage-compaction rate. A 50% or more compaction
rate is not unusual [14].

Zone Bypass System
The concept behind the zone bypass system is to increase
the flow of material through a process by manipulating the
travel path of the orders. Due to the flexibility of zone bypass systems, they can be incorporated into various processes and in multiple configurations. Typically, a zone bypass system consists of a conveyor configuration that routes
orders throughout a process by means of automatic identification devices strategically placed along the conveyor line.
Once the order has been successfully scanned, it is then
routed to a predetermined destination based on the information read from the barcode attached to the order box. The
logic feature behind the zone bypass, which controls the
accumulation and the movement from zone to zone, allows
orders to bypass certain work areas if no order-picking is
required. This feature eliminates the need for front-end loading discussed earlier and further enhances flexibility while
increasing productivity. In addition, zone bypass has the
capability to be incorporated into systems that contain other
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automated processes such as carousel and A-Frame systems.
Table 2. Comparisons of A-Frame, Horizontal Carousel, and Zone Bypass Systems
System

Advantages

A-Frame

• Fully automated system
• Very fast order fills - 4 items per second (Varies
by manufacturer)
• Reduce bottleneck in Zone A
• Reduce the number of pickers needed

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Very high initial cost
• Requires more frequent restocking
• New system/technology; maintenance concerns

Horizontal
Carousel

Zone
Bypass

Reduce number of pickers needed
Can be highly automated
Allows for Modular design
Reduce walking for zones C and D
Facilitates batch picking
Accommodates wide range of products
More ergonomic

• Less touches/manual material handling
• Can be incorporated into current pick-to-light
system
• Shorter travel distances for some of the boxes
• Elimination of front-end loading
• Utilization of unused overhead space and free
up valuable floor space

Table 2 shows comparisons of A-Frame, horizontal carousel, and zone bypass systems. The table captures some of
the advantages and disadvantages of these systems relevant
to SHP’s need to address order-picking throughput.

Proposals Development
A careful analysis of the available space indicated that an
A-Frame system would not be a feasible option. Based on
customer order data, twice as much space would be needed
to fit all the SKUs into PTL stations. Other factors that were
taken into consideration were the number of SKUs, projected growth in orders, and the typical orders. The exceptional speed of the order-picking feature offered by typical
A-Frame systems makes them very suitable for lower variety
orders or high demand for limited SKUs.
Features available through a typical horizontal carousel
made the system a feasible option for high-variety/lowvolume orders which are mostly picked in zones C and D.
Such orders constitute less than 10% of all the orders at
SHP. The system features allow for reduction of most of the
labor as well as increased throughput. The zone bypass system was also viewed as a feasible option to be integrated
with the current PTL system at SHP. As previously mentioned, one factor that decreases throughput in the PTL system is that each box travels through every zone during the
picking process. Zone bypass equipment routes each box to
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Disadvantages
Requires large amount of space
New system/technology; maintenance concerns
Can hold about 750 different products [1] [14]
Requires relatively large investment
Require more people to restock system

• Investment in equipment/conveyors
• Costs associated with incorporating into PTL
• Ergonomic issue. Some bypass layout can lead to
increased twisting and turning
• Potential for bottlenecks in zone A (without reconfiguration of product placement)

only the zones needed for picking. Thus, unnecessary box
checking is eliminated, which increases the throughput.
Several technical issues related to horizontal carousels are
very important for study and analysis of their suitability for
inclusion in an order-picking and storage system. Equally
important are the technical issues related to zone bypass
systems, such as layout and type of pick line (single vs. double), etc. Even though the study of such technical issues was
an integral part of this research project, the discussion is not
within the scope of this paper. The remainder of this paper
analyzes the integration of the systems and expected effects
on the throughput of the system.

Time Study
In order to study the throughput potential of the PTL, an
estimate of order-picking time was required. Extensive time
study and simulation revealed that the average time to pick
SKUs from a given zone in PTL was approximately 8.03
seconds. Data was collected on the length of time needed for
the operator to pick items that were randomly selected from
different shelves and zones. The main elements of this estimate included the time needed for the operator to pick the
products, place the products in the shipping box, and push a
button to signal confirmation. The estimate did not include
the time needed for the operator to remove plastic wrapping
from product trays or to complete other miscellaneous tasks
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done during the work day. The estimated time was relatively
conservative, so the actual time was expected to be shorter.

Product Placements and Capacity Planning
Integral to the new system was a proposal for redistribution of line items (SKUs) to balance the work load between
the PTL with an integrated zone-bypass system and the
automated horizontal carousel. In the new system, the PTL
will continue to provide the largest percentage of SKUs, but
at a higher rate. The carousel system will help the order
completion by automatically retrieving and delivering the
slow-moving SKUs. The two proposed systems work together to help SHP achieve its goal of improved orderpicking throughput. Therefore, it is essential that the current
SKUs in zones A-D be redistributed between the PTL and
carousel system in a way that provides the best opportunities
for order-picking improvement while taking full advantage
of the systems’ features.
Different levels of SKU redistributions were considered,
and simulation was used to estimate the impact of each on
order-picking capacity. Table 3 contains summary calculations showing the impact of one of the alternative proposals
on the system throughput and daily operation times. The
alternative used for calculating and compiling the data
shown in the table include the reallocation of the current
SKUs (line items) in zone A and half of the SKUs in zone B
to PTL with zone bypass and reallocation of half of the current SKUs in zone B and all of the SKUs in zones C and D
to the horizontal carousel. The following assumptions and/or
inputs were used in performing the calculations:
• Growth per year is 8%.
• The PTL included 16 main zones, with each zone operated
by one operator. Each of the zones is divided into a number of sub-zones. One of the factors used to determine the
number of zones was the impact on pick rate caused by the
walking distance within each zone.
• The automated carousel system requires one operator for
order-picking. Additional operators are needed for restocking of the carousel.
• Average picking time for the PTL SKUs is 8.03 seconds.
• Productivity of the proposed systems is 90% due to fatigue and other allowances.
As Table 3 indicates, the company currently processes and
ships 11,000 orders per day. The average customer order
includes 8.4 individual items with 5 SKUs. The table shows
the impact of shifting 12% of the SKUs from the PTL to the
proposed carousel system. This shift requires the PTL to
pick about 52,272 SKUs per day during the first year. Each
of these picks includes an average of 1.68 SKUs (8.4 items
per order/5 SKUs per order). The current PTL setup is the

bottleneck in the order-picking system, inhibiting the SHP
from achieving its potential capacity of 18,000 orders a day.
The alternative discussed here shifts some of the work from
the PTL, thus increasing the order-picking throughput. The
carousel system will help the order completion by automatically retrieving and delivering the slow-moving SKUs.
Table 3 shows that the PTL hours of operations per day
during the first year will be 8.1 hours. It is believed that this
represents the worst-case scenario, and the actual operating
time would be less than 8 hours and closer to 7.5 hours. This
matches the available hours for workers during an 8-hour
shift. The table indicates that adjusting the hours of operation will result in the same daily and hourly PTL orderpicking rates during years 1-6. The corresponding pick rates
for the carousel, on the other hand, vary year by year. The
carousel system still will be able to complete the orders
coming off the PTL line without negatively impacting the
target order-picking throughput. To maintain the balance, the
current ERP filtering system will be slightly modified and
used to filter out orders only requiring products from the
carousel system, which accounts for 5.58% of the total orders. For example, year 1 will involve 663 orders (11,880 *
5.58%) that can be scheduled during an additional hour after
the regular shift.

Economic Analysis
Table 4 shows a summary of estimated labor costs for the
current order-picking as well as for the proposed system that
includes the bypass zone and the horizontal carousel. The
table also shows the estimated annual and cumulative savings in personnel costs.
Currently, the number of hours required to complete
11,000 daily orders is about 15 hours (see Table 3). The total
number of personnel needed for order processing is 32 with
an hourly cost of about $407.50. Therefore, the total personnel cost for the current PTL operating 15 hours per day is
$6,113 per day ($407.50 * 15). Table 4 also shows the expected “total personnel costs” for years 1 through 6, assuming that the current system will be able to handle the expected 8% growth per year.
The proposed zone bypass requires 16 pickers operating 8
hours to pick the current orders. At a cost of $200 per hour,
this translates to $1,600 order picker cost per day. The corresponding figures for the carousel system are 1 picker, 8.16
hours, and $102 per day. The proposed systems require additional personnel at a cost of $2,017 per day. The proposed
systems’ personnel costs for years 1 through 6 are calculated
to reflect an annual 8% growth. The cost savings per day
reflect the difference between personnel costs associated
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with continued use of the current PTL vs. using the proposed
systems.
Table 3. Sample Work Summary Calculations Showing Throughput and Operation Times
PTL

Current

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Number of orders per day
Items per order (average)
SKUs per order (average)
Percentage of SKUs filled
SKUs picks per day
SKUs picks per hour
Hours of operation per day

11,000
8.4
5
93%
51,370
3,425
15.00

11,880
8.4
5
88%
52,272
6,456
8.10

12,830
8.4
5
88%
56,454
6,456
8.75

13,857
8.4
5
88%
60,970
6,456
9.45

14,965
8.4
5
88%
65,848
6,456
10.20

16,163
8.4
5
88%
71,115
6,456
11.00

17,456
8.4
5
88%
76,805
6,456
11.90

Carousel System
h % of SKUs allocated
i SKU picks/hour (capable)
j Hours of operation per day

Current

Year 1
12%
900
8.80

Year 2
12%
900
9.50

Year 3
12%
900
10.26

Year 4
12%
900
11.09

Year 5
12%
900
11.97

Year 6
12%
900
12.93

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

(e) = (a) (c) (d)
(g) For years 1‐6 = (e) (8.03 seconds per item pick /3600 seconds per hour) / (16 operators) (0.9)
(f) For years 1‐6 = (e) / (g)
(j) = (a) (c) (h) / (900) (0.9)

Table 4. Estimates of Labor Costs per Day and Potential Annual Savings
Existing PTL
Pickers
Other personnel (1)
Total personnel cost
Proposed systems

Current
$3,188
$2,925
$6,113
Current

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

$3,443
$3,084
$6,527

$3,718
$3,256
$6,974

$4,015
$3,441
$7,457

$4,337
$3,641
$7,978

$4,683
$3,858
$8,541

$5,058
$4,091
$9,150

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

$1,750
$119
$2,196
$4,065

$1,890
$128
$2,297
$4,315

$2,040
$139
$2,407
$4,586

$2,200
$150
$2,524
$4,873

$2,380
$162
$2,651
$5,192

Zone bypass pickers
Carousel pickers
Other personnel (1)
Total personnel cost

$1,600
$102
$2,017
$3,719

$1,620
$110
$2,104
$3,834

Cost savings per day
Annual savings (2)
Cumulative savings

$2,393
$598,313

$2,693
$673,250
$673,250

1. including personnel for
shipping, packaging, re‐
stocking, supervising
2. 250 working days

$2,909
$3,141
$3,392
$3,668
$3,957
$727,155 $785,327 $848,120 $917,031 $989,306
$1,400,405 $2,185,732 $3,033,852 $3,950,883 $4,940,189
Savings based on anticipated 8% annual growth

Annual labor costs savings if no growth in demand

The cost for the new systems is estimated to be
$2,631,140. This cost includes:
• $2,600,000 for zone bypass and automated carousel
equipment including installation, training, and software
installation. This estimate was provided by potential systems’ vendors.
• $27,620 for shut-down and PTL reconfiguration
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• $2,800 for relocation of equipment and products
• $720 for changes to the ERP filtering system
Another cost saving resulting from the new systems and
changes to the order-release filtering system would be an
annual $22,000 cost avoidance due to elimination of reoptimization. The purpose of the re-optimization process has
been explained in previous sections. This process would be
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replaced by a simplified, small, weekly re-optimization with
a negligible cost. The new re-optimization method does not

require line shut down. A summary of cost savings as well
as the estimated payback period is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of Costs Savings and Payback Period
Year 1
Annual savings in personnel cost
Re‐optimization cost avoidance
Total annual savings
Cumulative savings

$673,250
$22,000
$695,250
$695,250

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

$727,155 $785,327 $848,120
$917,031
$989,306
$22,000
$22,000
$22,000
$22,000
$22,000
$749,155 $807,327 $870,120
$939,031 $1,011,306
$1,444,405 $2,251,732 $3,121,852 $4,060,883 $5,072,189

New System Cost = $2,631,140
Simple payback period = 3.44 Years

Based on the economic analysis, SHP can recover its initial investment of $2,631,140 in about 3.44 years and realize
a cumulative cost savings of $5,072,189 by the end of the
sixth year when the projected demand for its products will
approach nearly 18,000 orders per day. The estimated cost
savings and payback period do not take into account the time
value of the money.

Summary and Conclusions
This paper reflects the result of research to identify systems that can improve order-picking throughput in warehousing and distribution operations at a dietary supplements
company (SHP). Order-picking is one of the most important
warehousing and distribution functions. Study and analysis
of this function can lead to great opportunities for productivity improvements. A prerequisite to the design of an effective order-picking system requires a thorough understanding
of customer order requirements and order-picking ingredients [13]. Once these are understood, more informed decisions can be made to identify and select systems and technologies to improve order-picking throughput.
In order to develop feasible proposals, the current order
fulfillment processes at SHP were studied and documented.
The major focus became the pick-to-light (PTL) system
which was used for the vast majority of order-picking functions. Data relevant to the PTL layout and performance were
collected. Data included were number and the distribution of
SKUs in PTL zones and SKU picking frequencies and time
standards. The mapping of product and information flow
proved very helpful in better understanding the current system and, hence, identifying additional opportunities for improving order-picking throughput.
Study of available systems with the potential to improve
order-picking throughput led to the development of a number of proposals including the addition of a horizontal carousel system and the integration of a zone bypass system in the

current PTL. This proposal and its economic analysis were
the main focus of this paper. Additional proposals included
redistributing SKUs among the PTL zones as well as creating a standardized ERP filtering system to adjust the order
saturation level for each zone to ensure a balanced workload.
The capacity analysis showed that the proposed systems
along with the proposals for SKU redistribution and an order-filtering system will be able to offer the throughput required to meet the anticipated growth in demand. The economic analysis indicated that the proposed systems are viable. The two main focal points in the economic analysis
were the cost associated with the purchase and installation of
the systems and the savings that might be realized through
the implementation of these proposals compared to the current order-picking process.

Post Script
Prior to the start of this project, SHP was considering alternative systems, including a horizontal carousel, for increased throughput. The results of this research project were
presented to SHP during late May of 2007. The results confirmed the suitability of a horizontal carousel system, both in
terms of system throughput and payback. In addition, some
of the recommendations for changes to the ERP filtering
system were incorporated. A modular horizontal carousel
system was installed in SHP during May 2008 and became
fully operational in September of that year. The system included three high-density storage modules. In June of 2009,
an additional high-density module was installed to help with
the addition of new SKUs.
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MICROMOTION ANALYSIS IN BONE IMPLANTS
Sidi Berri, New York City College of Technology; Gaffar Gailani, New York City College of Technology

Abstract
In the internal fixation of long bones, a plate with a number of screws is attached to the bone in the fracture site. The
micro-motion between the screws and the plates affects the
stability of the implants as well as the healing process. The
magnitude of this motion is believed to have influence on
the formation of the fibrous tissue around the implants,
which is assumed to be one of the causes of the loosening of
implants. Current experimental techniques do not provide
the data needed for evaluating this micro-motion. Limited
work has been done to develop a full 3D-scale Finite Element (FE) model to study this phenomenon. Imported models from Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages cannot
address the non-linearity issues associated with contact, as
well as the complex geometry. The best solution would seem
to be the development of an FE model within the FE software that can address a complicated issue such as contact.
Usually FE software doesn’t have good sketching tools such
as CAD software. In this paper, a new approach to constructing this model is proposed. The new approach requires discretizing the geometry and the finite element mesh. Results
are obtained for different types of loads, including cyclic
external loads and static compressive preloads. The model
can accommodate Dynamic Compression Plates (DCP),
Locked Compression Plates (LCP), and Low Contact Dynamic Compression Plates (LC-DCP). A meshing technique
based on the nodes shared in the boundaries was adopted to
mesh the large number of surfaces produced by 180 volumes. Rigid Links were created to represent the locking feature of LCP. The FE model has shown many advantages,
such as flexibility in geometry and quantifying results that
were predicted theoretically. The model can easily be modified to fit many geometrical or other design changes without
remeshing, which may aid in design optimization. In addition, the model can analyze the micro-motion between the
implants.

achieve maximum stabilization with minimum damage to
the blood supply during fracture repair. Biological internal
fixation needs to be improved based on today’s understanding of biology, biomechanics and mechanics in order to provide better and safer fracture treatment.
The concept of biological internal fixation is still developing. There is controversy surrounding the rigidity of the
plates that are currently in use. In addition, there are incidents of bone refracture, screw and fatigue failures. There is
a need for research, as well as the development of structural
analysis tools to evaluate current and future internal fixation
plate designs. The goal is to produce a plate that has the required strength to promote fracture healing so as to hinder
bone remodeling. The contradiction exists because there is a
need for extremely rigid fixation during the healing of fractures, and less rigid fixation during later bone remodeling.
This remains an enigma in orthopedic surgery.
Numerous models have been used to study the internal
fixation of long bones. Simon et al. [2] used very simplified
1D, 2D &3D models, concluding that these models needed
improvement to quantify the stresses and strains in critical
areas. Ganesh et al. [3] utilized a 2D FE model to introduce
a new design of plates based on graded stiffness. Numerous
2D FE models have been developed for the analysis of
plated and non-plated long bones. Inherent in all these studies were unknown errors associated with a 2D approximation of a complex 3D problem. Cordey et al. [4] proposed
the composite beam-theory approach to analyze the bone
and the plate as a composite beam. The composite beam
theory has its own limitations, such as deficiency in analyzing the micro-motion between the plate and the bone.

Introduction
Internal fixation of long bones using plates has been practiced for more than 100 years. The method has become increasingly popular since World War II. In the early stages of
fracture repair the function of an internal fixation procedure
was to immobilize the fracture fragments. This allowed bony
union to proceed [1]. The internal fixation of fractures, Fig
(1), has evolved in recent decades with a change of emphasis
from mechanical to biological priorities. Recently, internal
fixation underwent a basic evolution. The new objective is to
MICROMOTION ANALYSIS IN BONE IMPLANTS

Figure 1. Experimental and real-life models
of bone fracture repair

Many new plate designs were introduced recently such as:
Locked Plates (see Fig 2), Point Contact Fixators (PC-Fix),
Stiffness Graded; and Biodegradable. Most of these designs,
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if not all, were not associated with FE analysis in 3D. The
3D analysis was important to quantify the improvement with
respect to the conventional plates, as well as sketching
guidelines for the direction of the development of new designs.

technique based on Nodal Coincidence Checking was applied to mesh the model.

Figure 2. Experimental and real-life models of bone fracture
repair, Cordey et al. [4]

Methods
The complexity of the geometry is a fact that the FE
model needs to consider. The geometry of the whole assembly has been discretized numerous times (as shown in Fig 3),
in order to reduce computational costs, and to create a flexible geometrical model that can be modified to match the
design of different implants. The discretization will create
more structural mesh that is well distributed over the model,
and help in the meshing algorithm, where contact surfaces
need to be selected. Automatic Dynamic Incremental
Nonlinear Analysis software (ADINA) was used for the FE
analysis.
In Fig (3) the whole discretization of the geometry is
shown. The prism volumes were used to fit the conical shape
of the screw head, as well as the whole screw shaft. Four
cylindrical coordinate systems and one Cartesian coordinate
system were used to create the Discretized Geometrical
Model (DGM).
The material properties for the plate and screws are the
same. Steel or titanium may be used to make the plate and
screws. It should be noted that there are many published
papers on the study of the mechanical properties of bones.
The bone is treated as an orthotropic or transverse isotropic
material due to the variation of the module of elasticity (E)
in the longitudinal, and the transverse transversal directions
of the bone. It is important to mention that bone is slightly
viscoelastic, under low frequencies, and its measured
Young’s modulus is to some extent strain-rate dependent [5].
The meshing process was established so that it could accommodate the numerous contact surfaces, as well as the
continuity of the model components. A specific meshing
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Figure 3. Top and bottom views of the DGM. The numbers
show the volume number for each component

In Fig (4) a brief idea of how the contact surfaces will be
meshed in 3D is introduced. The surface of V1, S1, is in
contact with the surface of V2, S1. S4 in V1, and S2 in V3
are identical because both of them belong to the screw.
Therefore, it is expected that the meshing algorithm should
have the two separate surfaces of the screw, S1 and S2, sharing the same nodes. The contact between the plate and the
bone is demonstrated by the contact of S4 in V2 and S2 in
V4. The meshing algorithm should allow no sharing of
nodes between these two surfaces. There will be two nodes
at every point to allow contact in the initial configuration.
The same procedure will be applied for the contact between
the screw and the bone. As a check, after the completion of
the mesh, two nodes should be detected at the boundary of
V1 and V2. Notice that P1 and P2 of V1 have the same coordinates of P2 and P1 of V2. Three nodes should be detected at P1 and P2 of V3 because these coordinates are
shared among the former, P3 and P4 of V2, and P1 and P2 of
V4. If the contact between the screw and the bone is ignored
then the number of nodes in the boundary will drop from 3
to 2 nodes. The key point is that both S1 in V1 and V2 have
exactly the same coordinates, which demonstrate the initial
configuration - the screw head is in full contact with the
plate’s hole.
The results are shown in Fig (5). At the last circular line
that represents the boundary between the plate volume and
the screw volume, the mesh algorithm has assigned two
nodes at one point. There is a duplication of nodes. Furthermore, each node is represented by a green number at
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each point, and can be clearly seen by selecting the node’s
number where the number appears to be overlapping.

Figure 6. Mechanism of the Rigid Links

Figure 4. The meshing process with surfaces shown
with their normals

The master and slave nodes should be decided based on
the force transmitted from the bone to the implants, or vice
versa. Likewise, the DCP should be modeled by choosing
the contactor and target surfaces. Contact problems are
nonlinear and there is no analytical solution for complex
contact. The FE method is frequently used to determine the
contact stresses and deformations. Static and cyclic loads
might be used in the analysis. The static loads were in the
pre-loading stage. The cyclic loads, for example bending
moments and torsions, were considered to be external loads.

Results
In this communication we analyzed only the LCP and
DCP plates, which are the most common techniques, though
the model can be extended to a variety of plate types. LCP
and DCP rely on different mechanical principles to provide
fracture fixation. The results indicated that this model could
be used to study the biological effects on the bone fracture
fixation induced by using plates and screws, such as bone
remodeling and formation of fibrous tissue around the implants. Bone remodeling is very sensitive to small changes in
cyclic bone stresses that are produced by external cyclic
loads.

Figure 5. Verification of the final mesh for the interface of plate
volumes and screw volumes. The white arrow is
pointing towards the boundary of V1 and V2
(the plate volume and the screw volume)

In order to accommodate the locking feature of the LCP as
shown in Fig (2), Rigid Links need to be created. As shown
in Fig (6) Rigid Links are special constraint equations established between two nodes - a master node and a slave node.
As the nodes displace due to deformation, the slave node is
constrained to translate and rotate, such that the distance
between the master node and the slave node remains constant, and that the rotations at the slave node are the same as
the corresponding rotations at the master node, ADINA [6].
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In bending the stress in LCP plates is shown in Fig (7). It
is observed in the analysis that the stresses becomes higher
near the hole site. The DCP plates have a higher rate of micro-motion compared to LCP plates, where the micromotion is constrained. Fig (8) shows the micro-motion of the
plate and the screw for DCP. The plate moves more than the
screw because the screw is assumed to be well fixed to the
bone, while the plate is fixed only by the screw. The model
simulations are available online at the ADINA website:
http://www.adina.com/newsgD013.shtml .
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Figure 7. Stress vector in LCP subjected to bending

growth of fibrous tissue, but shear stress between the screw
and the bone is suspected to be the cause of this formation
according to the studies of many authors like Buchler et al.
[9]. This shear stress may originate from the bone-implant
micro-motions. The in vivo study of Jasty et al. [10] showed
that small amplitudes of micro-motion (≤ 20 µm) have no
influence on the bone healing, but amplitudes greater than
150 µm produce a fibrous interface at a depth of 1 or 2 mm
around the implants during the 6 weeks following the implantation. The FE model can predict the relationship between the micro-motion and the mechanical stimulus. This
will be a subject for future communication. Fig (9) shows
the loosening of implants and the region of formation of the
fibrous tissue. Buchler et al. [9] investigated the formation of
the fibrous tissue between the bone and the screw and came
up with a numerical solution that predicted the formation of
the fibrous tissue, which is stimulated by shear stress in a
period of 0 – 8 weeks. Fig (10) shows the stress distribution
through the longitudinal axis.

Figure 8. Micro-motion of the plate and the screw. The plot
shows that the plate moves more than the screw,
which is expected
Figure 9. The effect of micro-motion on the stability of implants, Perren [1]

Discussion
In the late stages of fracture repair a loss of bone mass
may occur. Many researchers attribute this loss to “Stress
Shielding”, which occurs as a result of structural adaptation
of bone to reduced stress with the subsequent danger of refracture. One of the assumptions made is that the bone loss
is a result of “plate induced osteopenia.” Cheal et al. [7]
concluded that disuse osteopenia should be limited to the
central region between inner screws, Seabeck et al. [8]. High
stresses were detected in the middle of the plate. These high
stresses between the plate and the bone may affect the cells
on the bond surface.
The stability of the implants is a major concern. One of
the factors that affect this stability is the formation of fibrous
tissue in the interface between the bone and the implants.
This fibrous tissue loosens the implants and leads to implant
failure. There is some uncertainty as to the reason for this
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Figure 10. A sectional view through the longitudinal axis shows
the shear stress distribution. High shear stress formations are
observed near the screw head between the bone and the screw,
surrounded by black squares. The shear stress is believed to be
responsible for the formation of the fibrous tissue
between the screw and the bone
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One of the advantages of this model is that it accommodates different geometries with minimal changes. For example, Fig (2) shows two types of holes for LCP. One hole fits
the screw’s conical head exactly, and the other hole is bigger
than the head of the screw. The latter provides a surgeon
with the opportunity to change the location of the screw if
necessary. The DGM can easily create the two different
types of holes by moving three geometrical points backward
and forward. Once these points are moved there should be
no need for remeshing or reassigning of boundary conditions, and the FE solution could be obtained in a reasonable
time.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Summary
Three-dimensional modeling is necessary in the study of
screw stresses and contact stresses between the bone and the
plate. The FE model has demonstrated the complex nature of
the structural analysis and design of internal fixation plates.
The results of this study indicate the validity of the numerical modeling approach. The results also demonstrate an
agreement with the mechanics of materials approach. This
FE model is useful for a better understanding of the stability
of implants. A typical application of the FE model will be
important for designing new implants that can provide better
and safer fracture treatment.
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EVALUATION AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF AN
ELECTRIC ALTIMETER- A CASE STUDY
Jeslin Samuel, Arizona State University; Sangram Redkar, Arizona State University; Russ Biekert, Arizona State University

Abstract
An electric altimeter is a flight-critical component of aircraft instrumentation that indicates aircraft altitude. A domestic airline recently witnessed significant failures of this
critical component in its Boeing 737 fleet leading to flight
delays, unscheduled maintenance and disruptions of service.
The objective of this study is to conduct a reliability study to
understand and analyze the root cause of electric altimeter
failures, and determine its performance capability. In order
to understand the nature of failures, a Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA) is performed that identifies the potential causes of
failures of this flight-critical component. During the course
of this research, significant data-gathering and analysis efforts were carried out leading to a systematic evaluation of
the component under consideration. The approach to estimate the electric altimeter reliability utilized operational
failures that reflected the actual aircraft-operating environment over ten years. Information on component failures was
obtained from the aircraft logbooks. The distribution that
best described the failure processes was a two-parameter
Weibull distribution. The mean time between failures
(MTBF) was computed and compared against the current
fleet-wide MTBF rate. Based on the reliability and rootcause analysis, airline operators can develop preventive
maintenance procedures that would help minimize the failures of reworked electric altimeters. It is anticipated that
this study would provide a methodology for future reliability
studies leading to systematic testing and evaluation procedures for flight-critical avionic components.

Introduction
Using the statistical tools for product-life data analysis,
reliability engineers can determine the probability and durability of parts, components, and systems to perform their
required functions for the desired life span without failure.
The product-life data can be measured in hours, miles, cycles-to-failure, stress cycles, or any other metric with which
the life or exposure of the product can be measured. In the
early reliability studies with electronic components, it was
found that early failures (or infant mortalities) occurred frequently. Over time, the population exhibited a constant failure rate. It was also observed that some devices would finally reach a threshold in their operating life where the failure rate would again increase sharply, and aging or wear-out

mechanisms would dominate and cause rapid failure of the
surviving population as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Fault intensity vs. time [1]

Engineers in the non-electronic world picked up on this
research finding and used it as a basis for developing maintenance strategies. Reliability Engineering [1] provides the
theoretical and practical tools to study the probability and
capability of components to perform their required functions
for desired periods of time without failure with desired level
of confidence.
The purpose of this research is to determine the performance capability of the electric altimeters that are used in the
Boeing 737 aircraft. The primary focus of the study is to
determine the reliability of the altimeter from failure data
and determine the major cause(s) of failure. The specific
objectives of this research are as follows:
1. Gather failure data from aircraft log pages and the
repair history database.
2. Apply statistical tools and reliability methodologies
to the failure data.
3. Analyze the results, determine the major cause(s) of
failure, and predict the reliability of the component.
Assumptions:
1. The data gathered for the analysis are correct and
accurately reflect the failure rate of the electric altimeter.
2. All the electric altimeter units under consideration
have the same design.
3. The aircraft flies an average of six flight hours per
day and 7 days per week.
This work was performed for a local aircraft carrier. This
airline is the fifth largest domestic airline employing approximately 36,000 aviation professionals worldwide. This
airline operates approximately 3,500 flights per day and
serves more than 230 locations in the U.S., Canada, Europe,
the Caribbean and Latin America. It has a fleet of 348
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mainline jet aircrafts and 300 regional jets and turbo-prop
aircrafts offering 17,000 daily flights to 879 destinations in
160 countries worldwide. The aircraft fleet considered for
this study is the Boeing 737-300/400 with 68 aircraft.

The Electric Altimeter
The electric altimeter (the subject of this study) is a part of
the instrument panel in the flight deck that provides altitude
information. Three electric altimeters can be found in the
flight deck of a B737 (as shown in Figure 2). The electric
altimeters are electro-mechanical devices. This study will
focus only on the captain’s and first officer’s electric altimeters. A third electric altimeter, called the standby electric
altimeter, is not included in the scope of this study. In the
case of an electric altimeter discrepancy (inconsistency or
variation), the unit in question is removed and replaced with
a serviced/operational unit. The removed unit is sent to the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or a third-party
vendor for testing and/or overhaul and/or replacement of
parts if necessary. Due to the increase in the number of unscheduled removals in recent years, a reliability review is
being conducted on the Boeing 737 electric altimeters.

refers to the action taken by the maintenance crew to correct
the discrepancy before the aircraft’s next flight. These data
sets are obtained from company databases and transported to
an excel spreadsheet to review the top discrepancies and
corrective actions. Second, the failure mode at the component level is required for the FTA. The altimeter units that
need repair are usually sent to the OEM or a third-party vendor. The shop findings and the shop corrective actions taken
by the vendor are available in the form of tear-down reports.
Data gathered for a one-year period is used to perform component review. Data gathering consists of the information
that answers the following questions.
1. What was the failure mode?
2. What was the shop finding?
3. What was the corrective action?
Results of the analysis are used to create the Fault Tree.
FTA provides a formal method of determining the combinations of primary events that result in the occurrence of a
specified system or component level event. Fault trees also
provide a graphical representation of the component being
studied, and their use often results in the discovery of failure
combinations that would not have been obvious if other failure identification methods were used. Fault trees are useful
for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. A qualitative
approach is considered in this study.

Fault-Tree Construction
Electric Altimeter
Fault trees are built from gates and events. A list of faulttree gates and events used in the study is described in Figure
3. The Conditional Event can be a Top Event or an Intermediate Event. The Top Event is the foreseeable undesirable
event to which all fault-tree logic flows. The Intermediate
Event is the system state produced by the preceding events.
Figure 2. A view of the instrument panel
at the flight deck of a B737

Methodology
Failure data from operational aircrafts provide a good
benchmark of current component reliability. Airlines maintain a database that covers the history of maintenance performed on every aircraft. This provides a good source of
historical data regarding airplane component failures and
replacements. The failed component under consideration is
the electric altimeter.
The methodology employs a fault-tree analysis to study
the root cause/causes of failure. First, the failure mode at the
aircraft level is determined. The top reasons for removal of
the electric altimeter from the aircraft and the top corrective
actions taken from the aircraft’s perspective are studied.
Aircraft log pages describe the discrepancies reported by
pilots while the aircraft is airborne. The corrective action
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The following constraints are considered for the FTA:
• Only failure data between July 2007 and June 2008
will be considered.
• Human-induced failures are not included.
• If the unit replaced is a borrowed part from another
aircraft, it is not included.
• Only those units that have repair orders generated
will be considered.

Fault-Tree Analysis
The Fault-Tree Diagrams (FTD) (4(A) to 4(G)) are shown
in Figures 4(a-g). The elements in the tree are read from left
to right. Its Top Event is “Removal of the Electric Altimeter.” (Refer Figure 4(a). FTD A).
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2. Altimeter sticks (Refer Figure 4(c): FTD C): This event
occurs if any or all of the events at the third level occur.
Pointer sticks or oscillates: This event results in the following Primary Event: Replace motor.

Figure 3. Fault-tree symbols

Figure 4(b). FTD(B)

Noisy motor and bearings: This event results in the following Primary Event: Replace motor.
Synchro brushes worn: This event results in the following
Primary Event: Replace synchro assembly.
Baro and bug knobs stiff: This event results in the following
Primary Event: Replace knobs and set screws.

Figure 4(a). FTD(A)

At the second level of the fault tree, there are six Intermediate Events (IE) feeding into the top event. The occurrence
of any of the IE will cause the removal of the electric altimeter. The events on the second level are:
1. Altimeter split (FTD B) 2. Altimeter sticks (FTD C) 3.
OFF flag in view (FTD D) 4. Red flag inoperable (FTD E)
5. Backlight dim or inoperable (FTD F) 6. Altimeter ratchets (FTD G)
1. Altimeter split (refer Figure 4(b): FTD B): This event
occurs if any or all of the events at the third level occur.
Altimeter accuracy at the edge of tolerance: This event results in the following Primary Event: Recalibrate counter.
Operation sluggish: This event results in the following Primary Event: Replace motor.
Counter sluggish: This event results in the following Primary Event: Replace counter assembly.

3. OFF flag in view (Refer Figure 4(d): FTD D): This event
occurs if any or all of the events at the third level occur.
Pointer sticks: This event results in all or any of the following Primary Events: Replace pointer, Replace synchro.
Noisy motor: This event results in the following Primary
Event: Replace motor.
Flag sticks: This event results in the following Primary
Event: Replace flag assembly.
Baro sluggish: This event results in the following Primary
Event: Replace knob set screws.
4. Red flag inoperable (Refer Figure 4(e): FTD E): This
event occurs if the event at the third level occurs. Pointer
sticks intermittently: This event results in any or all of the
following Primary Events: Replace motor. Replace pointer
and hub assembly.
5. Backlight dim or inoperable (Refer Figure 4: FTD F):
This event occurs if the event at the third level occurs.
Fails light test: This event results in the following Primary
Event: Replace dial lamps.
6. Altimeter ratchets: This event occurs if any or all of the
events at the third level occur.
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Pointer sticks: This event results in the following Primary
Event: Replace motor.
Operation sluggish: This event results in the following Primary Event: Replace motor.

Figure 4(e). FTD(E)

Figure 4(f). FTD(F)

Figure 4(c). FTD(C)

Figure 4(g). FTD(G)

Statistical Methodology

Figure 4(d). FTD(D)

It is seen from the Fault-Tree Analysis that the most common primary event is the replacement of the motor and thus
it is reasonable to conclude that most failure modes occur
because of failure of the motor. Detailed analysis of the
motor hardware (poles, rotors, brushes etc.) is not within the
scope of this study.
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The Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) is used for
units, which are repairable, such that they can be reused after
each failure and repair. Such a sequence of times of operation until the next failure is defined as MTBF. The statistical data analysis methodology is widely used for reliability
studies [2-3]. The two-parameter Weibull, described in the
next section, is one of the most commonly used distributions
in reliability engineering. It is a time-dependent distribution
that can be used to model increasing, constant, and decreasing failure rates.
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The Reliability Function
The Weibull reliability function is given by
t
- ( )b

R (t ) = e a
(1)
Beta (β) is referred to as the shape parameter. If β is less
than one, the failure rate is decreasing over time. If β is
greater than one, the failure rate is increasing over time. If β
is equal to one, the failure rate is constant over time. Alpha
(α) is called the characteristic life. This is the value at which
(when t = α) 63.2% of all Weibull failures occur regardless
of the shape parameter.

The Goodness of Fit
The method of least squares is used to fit a straight line to
a set of points to determine the estimates of the parameters
of the two-parameter Weibull distribution. A measure of
how well a linear model fits the data is found using the correlation coefficient, denoted by ρ. It is a measure of the correlation between the median ranks and data. Median ranks
are the values used to estimate the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) for each failure F (t1 , i ) (e.g., Bernard’s approximation MR = (j-0.3)/(N+0.4) where j is the rank failure
position and N is the total number of failures observed). The
correlation coefficient is calculated using:

ρ=

σ xy
(σ xσ y )

(2)

where σ xy is the covariance of x and y, σ x is the standard
deviation of x, σ y is the standard deviation of y. The range
of ρ is -1 ≤ ρ ≤ +1. Values of ρ ≥ 0.75 are desirable [8].
However, values of ρ ≥ 0.90 are more desirable. A value of
+1 is a perfect fit with a positive slope while -1 is a perfect
fit with a negative slope. When the value is closer to ±1, the
paired values (xi, yi) lie on a straight line.

The hours considered is the Time Since Repair (TSR) expressed in Flight Hours (FHS). TSR is the time accumulated
since the unit was last repaired [6]. A spreadsheet prepared
with the three parameters for the 1 year period (July 2007 to
June 2008) is shown in Table 1.
In order to provide a long-term failure pattern, and for
validation purposes, historical data from 1985 to 2008 is also
gathered for the analysis. Two subsets of this historical
sample, comprised of a 5-year data set and a 10-year data
set, are analyzed for the medium- (3 years) to long-term failure (>3 years) rate. The 5-year data set is comprised of failures between 2003 and 2007. The 10-year data set consists
of failures between 1999 and 2008.
Unit
No:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Table 1. 1 year data (July 2007 to June 2008)
Date ReTSR
Unit
Date
TSR
moved
(FHS)
No:
Removed
(FHS)

7/1/07
7/23/07
7/25/07
7/29/07
7/29/07
8/4/07
8/24/07
9/8/07
9/12/07
9/14/07
9/22/07
10/5/07
10/14/07
10/28/07
11/1/07
11/7/07
11/18/07
12/2/07
12/3/07

35,427.6
185.3
14,664.4
4,101.0
2,349.2
31,092.4
5,195.2
2,379.5
1,207.9
41
4,620.4
58,714
1,972.4
12,036
6,412
2,091.9
495.9
3,238.7
8,185.2

The Failure Rate Function
The failure rate function, λ(t), provides the relationship
between the age of a unit and the failure frequency, or the
number of failures occurring per unit of time at age t [4,5].
If the times to failure of identical units follow the Weibull
distribution, then the failure rate is:
β −1
⎧β ⎫⎧ t ⎫
(3)
λ (t ) = ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎩ α ⎭ ⎩α ⎭
Data acquisition for the statistical analysis consists of the
following information:
1. What is the unit number of the component that
failed?
2. When did it fail?
3. After how many flight hours did it fail?

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

12/7/07
12/19/07
1/12/08
1/13/08
1/22/08
1/31/08
2/2/08
2/7/08
2/11/08
2/14/08
2/28/08
3/1/08
3/10/08
3/15/08
3/27/08
4/6/08
4/17/08
4/25/08
4/27/08
5/4/08

60,948.1
7,358.0
2,767.3
15,354
92.9
2,358.2
20,976.9
27,894.1
10,310.7
889.5
3,168
657.7
2,090.6
22,880.8
34,662.2
279.9
501.3
6,101.7
17,663.5
27,513

40

5/30/08

1,755

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF)
This airline utilizes a proprietary 'Black Box' SCEPTRE
(System Computerized for Economical Performance, Tracking, Recording and Evaluation) to determine the MTBF for
the 1-year period. The MTBF computed by the proprietary
SCEPTRE algorithm is shown in Table 2. It was felt important to validate the results provided by SCEPTRE via rigorous statistical analysis and compare them to MTBF specifications of OEM. The OEM (General Electric) provided the
current fleet-wide MTBF for multiple aircraft carriers as
shown in Table 3. The MTBF provided by the OEM is
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compared to the MTBF calculated using SCEPTRE software
and the results are shown in Table 4.

Cell
Range

0
9998
9999 19997
19998 29996
29997 39995
39996 49994
49995 59993
59994 69992
69993 79991
79992 89990
89991 99989
TOTAL
MTBF

Table 2. MTBF computed by SCEPTRE
ProbabilConfirmed Rate
ity
per
per
Unit Ex- failperience
ures
cell
cell

Cumulative
probability

211844.4
2

17

0.792

0.547

0.547

19225.25

3

1.689

0.815

0.916

10559.46

5

3.252

0.961

0.996

6087.97

0

0.000

0.000

0.996

359.87

0

0.000

0.000

0.996

0

0

0.000

0.000

0.996

1183.85

0

0.000

0.000

0.996

380.91

0

0.000

0.000

7

4

18311

20472

3

n/a

n/a

25287

2

2

12644

125868

34

n/a

n/a

283458

45

39

7268

95900
477887

6
60

1
46

95900
10389

Table 4. Comparison of the MTBF

MTBF

SCEPTRE
9986

OEM
10389

Table 5. Rank table for the 1 year data

0.996

1

21

Median
Rank (MR)
0.512376

0.996

92.9

2

0.0420792

5,195.2

22

0.537128

185.3

3

0.0668316

6,101.7

23

0.561881

279.9

4

0.0915841

6,412.0

24

0.586633

495.9

5

0.1163366

7,358.0

25

0.611386

501.3

6

0.1410891

8,185.2

26

0.636138

657.7

7

0.1658415

10,310

27

0.660891

889.5

8

0.1905940

12,036

28

0.685643

1,207.9

9

0.2153465

14,664

29

0.710396

1,755.0

10

0.2400990

15,354

30

0.735148

1,972.4

11

0.2648514

17,663

31

0.759900

2,090.6

12

0.2896039

20,976

32

0.7846534

2,091.9

13

0.3143566

22,880

33

0.8094059

2,349.2

14

0.3391089

27,513

34

0.8341584

2,358.2

15

0.3638613

28,688

35

0.8589108

2,379.5

16

0.3886138

31,092

36

0.8836633

2,767.3

17

0.4133663

34,662

37

0.9084155

3,168.0

18

0.438118

35,427

38

0.9331683

3,238.7

19

0.4628712

58,714

39

0.9579207

4,101.0

20

0.487623762

60,948.14

40

0.982673267

0.000

0.000

0
249641.7
3
9986

0

0.000

0.000 0.996
Rate per 1000
hours

It can be concluded that the MTBF computed by SCEPTRE
is comparable to the MTBF provided by the OEM. Unfortunately, the SCEPTRE system does not provide any detailed
insight on type of distribution used, distribution parameter
values, and confidence limits. It is neither flexible nor convenient to use. Thus, in order to gain a better understanding,
we decided to process 'raw' data from aircraft logbooks and
maintenance records to get 'true' MTBF.

Statistical Analysis
Here we present a rigorous statistical analysis and computation of Weibull distribution parameters. Using Table 1, the
times-to-failure data, its rank and the corresponding median
ranks for the sample of 40 units are computed (1-year dataset, units failed in the period 2007 to 2008) and presented in
Table 5. The probability plot for the 1-year (2007 to 2008)
data is presented in Figure 5. From the Weibull probability
plot (Figure 5), α = 9078 and β = 0.6960. These parameters
can also be mathematically determined using the method of
Least Squares [7-9].

28

73242

Median
Rank (MR)
0.0173267

0

0.100

05/07
-10/08
12/06
Airline 2 -11/07
01/07
Airline 3 - 2/07
03/07
Airline 4 -02/08
01/07
Airline 5 -02/07
10/ 06
Airline 6 -09/07
Total (Sample)
Airline 1

Flight
Hours(T)
41.0

0

25

Table 3. Current fleet wide MTBF provided by OEM
Date
Flight
Operator Period Hours
Removals Failures MTBF

Rank

Flight
Hours(T)
4,620.4

Rank

The slope of the best-fit straight line through the data
found using linear regression is 0.70, which is the estimated
value of β. The y-intercept of the best-fit straight line
through the data is -6.23. The estimated shape of the parameter is:
⎧ −6.23 ⎫
µ = exp ⎨−
(4)
⎬ = 9029
⎩ 0.684 ⎭
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To determine the goodness-of-fit, the correlation coefficient
ρ needs to be determined.

Figure 6. Probability plot of the 5-year data

Figure 5. Probability plot of the 1-year data

The correlation coefficient equation is:
ρ = σˆ xy (σ xσ y )
The above equation can be re-written as:
∑ xi yi − ( ∑ xi ∑ yi ) / N
ρ=
2
2
∑ xi2 − ( ∑ xi ) / N ∑ yi2 − ( ∑ yi ) / N

(

)(

(5)

)

(6)

Where ∑ xi = 331.73; ∑ yi = -22.32; ∑ xi yi = -102.24; ∑ xi2
= 2872.27; ∑ yi2 = 69.69; N = 40
or
ρ = 0.9946
(7)
Since ρ is close to 1, it can be concluded that the Weibull
distribution represents the failure data very well. Substituting the values of β = 0.70 and α = 9029 in the Weibull reliability function given by equation (1), for t = 1000,
R (t ) = 0.80
(8)
Therefore, the probability that the unit will function without
failure for 1000 flight hours is 0.80 and the instantaneous
failure rate is given by the Hazard function, and is estimated
by
β −1
⎧β ⎫⎧ t ⎫
(9)
λ (t ) = ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎩ α ⎭ ⎩α ⎭
For t = 1000, the hazard rate is
λ (t ) = 1.52 E − 04
(10)
A similar analysis to compute Weibull parameters was carried out on the 5-year dataset. Weibull plot obtained for the
5-year dataset (2003 to 2007) is shown in figure 6. It is
noted that 116 electric altimeters are considered for this
analysis (i.e. the number of samples N = 116).

Substituting the values of β = 0.7275 and α = 9647 in the
Weibull reliability function,
R (t ) = 0.825
(11)
For t = 1000,
Therefore, based on 5-year dataset, the probability that the
unit will function without failure for 1000 flight hours is
0.825. The instantaneous failure rate given by the Hazard
function (based on the 5-year dataset) is estimated as
For t = 1000,
λ(t) = 1.40E-04
(12)
A similar analysis was carried out for the 10-year dataset
(1999 to 2008) with 248 altimeters. The details (omitted
here for brevity) of this 10-year dataset analysis can be
found in the recent work by Samuel [10]. The probability
that the unit will function without failure for 1000 flight
hours (based on 10- year dataset) is 0.85 and the instantaneous failure rate given by the Hazard function (based on the
10-year dataset), estimated for t = 1000, is 1.33E-04.

Summary of Results
The Fault-Tree analysis revealed that the failure of the
motor to be primary cause of the most electric altimeter failures. The calculated MTBF of 9986 FHS was comparable to
the current fleet-wide rate of 10389 FHS. The reliability
values were calculated with three sets of data, i.e., for the 1year period (2007 to 2008), 5-year period (2003 to 2007) and
10-year period (1999 to 2008). Table 6 compares the estimated reliability probability for 1000 FHS.

Conclusion
This study focused on utilizing historical failure data to
determine the reliability of the electric altimeter used on
Boeing 737 aircraft. The failure mode reflected real-world
operational conditions that each unit experienced in flight.
Aircraft logbooks provided the actual discrepancies while
tear-down reports provided the shop findings and corrective
actions. An FTA was used to determine the major cause of
component failure. Statistical analysis was applied to the
failure data to estimate the failure rate and the reliability of
the electric altimeter. A review of the literature provided
insight into the use of the Weibull distribution as a com-
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monly used methodology to calculate the reliability of a system or component. The goodness-of-fit test proved that the
Weibull distribution fit the failure data well.

[6]

Table 6. Comparison of the reliability estimates

Data collected for:

No. of
Altimeters

Estimated
Reliability
at t =
1000 FHS

1 year
(07-08)
5 years
(03-07)
10 years
(99-08)

40

0.80

Estimated
Failure
Rate
at t = 1000
FHS
1.52E-04

116

0.825

1.40E-04

248

0.85

1.33E-04

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
In this work, three sets of failure data were analyzed. A
more recent time period from July 2007 to June 2008 provided the 1-year failure data set. Historical failure data collected from 1999 to 2008 provided the 10-year data set and
2003 to 2007 periods provided the 5-year data set. The fault
tree analysis performed on the 1-year data revealed that the
altimeter motor was the major cause of failure. The MTBF
was estimated to be 9986 FHS that matched the MTBF provided by the OEM. Statistical methodologies were applied
to all data sets and the results were compared. For 1000
flight hours, the reliability is estimated to be 0.80, which
means that there is an 80% chance that the unit will function
successfully for the first 1000 flight hours. For the aircraft
electronics technology community, this study provides
benchmark data for altimeter reliability. These reliability
estimates can also be used to determine the reliability at the
system and aircraft level, and can be utilized to perform a
System Safety Analysis (SSA).
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PERMEAMETER TO MEASURE THE
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF CLAY LINERS BASED
ON THE INITIAL SATURATION OF THE COMPACTED
CLAY
Frank Atuahene, Georgia Southern University

Abstract
Clay liners consist of compacted clay and are used in structures such as landfills, underground storage tanks, dams and
levees. The main attribute, desired in a quality clay liner, is
a low permeability (hydraulic conductivity) of 10-9 m/s. The
current instruments used to measure the hydraulic conductivity of clay liners are time-consuming and cumbersome both
in the laboratory and the field, thus hindering faster and
quality construction of clay liners. This paper will discuss
the development of an instrument which measures the hydraulic conductivity of clay liners based on the soil property
of the compacted clay, that is, the initial saturation (SI). This
property was selected through statistical analysis of a number of experimentally measured hydraulic conductivity and
the initial saturation (SI). The data was obtained from a published paper in a refereed journal [2, 3]. The analysis produced the model SI which is an equation which predicts the
hydraulic conductivity of the clay liner with the measured
initial saturation. The paper backs up the equation using existing theories of soil-water interaction. The proposed instrument will measure permeability faster than current
equipment. It will be smaller, portable (possibly pocket-size)
and easy to use by even non-technical construction personnel.

Introduction
The solution to the problem of finding a predictor for the
permeability (hydraulic conductivity) for clay liners has
eluded engineers, geologists, hydrologists, agriculturalists,
environmentalists and others for years. The ability to predict
or measure the permeability of clay liners during and after
construction will result in a better performance of the liners
in engineered structures. Most of these structures are landfills, levees, dams, lagoons, retention ponds, which use the
liners for their fluid-transport attenuation capabilities. In
effect, these liners are expected to serve as plastics to contain fluids, either contaminated or not. In the case of contaminated fluids, the goal is to prevent contamination of precious subterranean resources, such as, potable water in aquifers.

There are many factors affecting the movement of fluids
in soils, particularly clays. For this reason, there is not a predictor of hydraulic conductivity at this moment that can be
considered reliably accurate. Some of these factors, to mention a few, are water content, dry unit weight, degree of
saturation, void ratio, unit weight or density, specific gravity, liquid limit and plastic limit [7,8,9]. With respect to clay
liners, the mineralogy of the type of clay used, is an additional factor influencing hydraulic conductivity.
As a result of the numerous factors influencing the hydraulic conductivity of clay liners, early attempts to establish
equations or selecting a dominant factor or factors to predict
the hydraulic conductivity of clay liners have been futile
since the equations produced have been complex and involved with numerous factors. [2, 3]. The simple explanation
for this is that, the factors mentioned above are extremely
interdependent. The interdependent relations among these
factors have been extensively reported in books and other
publications [4, 6]. In this case, using statistical means like
linear regression on experimental data will result in confounding, making the equations or established models useless. On the other hand, if numerical methods are applied to
experimental data, the error terms in each factor will be
compounded to yield an overall ballooned error in the established equation. If some of the factors in the established
equations happen to have an order of magnitude greater than
“1”, then the overall error will be exponential [1].
This paper presents an equation, based on the degree of
initial saturation (SI) of the clay liner, which was developed
by using linear regression analysis on experimental data
from a peer- reviewed paper published in the refereed Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering [ 2,
3]. The paper also uses hydraulic and hydrologic theories to
prove, mathematically, that the selected attribute, in fact,
embodies (or is a function of) almost all of the factors, enumerated above, that affect the hydraulic conductivity of clay
liners (see mathematical deduction below).
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SI=f (Ws,Ww,γw,Vs, Va, Vw, g,Gs γs )

Theoretical Background

(5)

But [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]:
The initial saturation (SI) is expressed mathematically as
[1, 2, 3, 4, 6 ]:

w

SI=

S=

(1)

γw 1
−
γ d Gs

Vw = SeVs

γd = the dry unit weight of the soil
and γw = the density of water

Therefore (5) can be expressed as:

SI=f(w,γd,γw,Gs)

(2)

The water content, w, is expressed mathematically as [1,
2, 3, 4, 6]:
(3)

γs = the unit weight of the soil solids (particles)
ρs = density of the soil solids
ρw = the density of water
Vw = volume of water
Vs = volume of soil solids.

γd =
where γd
V
and water)
Va
Vw
Vs
g

(8)

Since,

K=f(Ws,Ww,γw,Vs,Va,S,e,g,Gs,γs)

(9)
(10)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity (permeability).

w = water content
Ws = weight of solids
Ww = weight of water

The dry unit weight of the soil,
matically as [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]:

SI=f(Ws,Ww,γw,Vs,Va,S,e,g,Gs,γs)

K=f(SI)

W
γ V
ρV
w= w = w w = w w
Ws
γ sVs
ρ sVs
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(7)

where Vv = the volume of voids
e = the void ratio of the soil
S = the degree of saturation

From (1):

From (2),

(6)

And from Equation 6,

where w = water content
Gs = specific gravity of soil solids

where

Vw Vw
=
Vv eVs

γd,

Ws
ρ s gVs
=
V
Vs + Vw + Va

is expressed mathe-

(4)

= the dry unit weight of the soil
= the total volume of the soil (including air
= the volume of air in the soil
= the volume of water in the soil
= the volume of soil solids in the soil and
= acceleration due to gravity.

The Equation
The soil-property-based equation upon which the instrument is to be built is [1,2]:
lnK=-14.89-0.10SI

(11)

K=e(-14.89–0.10SI)

(12)

where SI (same as Si) is the initial saturation of the clay
liner. From (9) and (10), it is clear that (11) and (12) incorporate all the soil properties that affect the hydraulic conductivity of clay liners. Having one variable in the equation
solves the problem of a compounded error term resulting
from individual error terms in the numerous factors if they
were to be used explicitly in the equation. Since this equation was determined, statistically [1, 2], with a single variable, the problems of confounding, due to the interdependent
relations among the numerous factors, were also minimized
or eliminated. It must be noted that, this equation can be
used with a simple calculator without the development of the
instrument by field personnel. This equation has been validated by using independent experimental data. The hydraulic conductivities produced using cumbersome laboratory
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methods were very closely predicted by using the SI equation.

Structure of the Instrument
Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the instrument (permeameter) showing the 3 main components:
a) An initial saturation (SI) measuring unit
b) A computation unit where the formula will be
applied; and
c) Data display area.
The data to be displayed will be the initial saturation detected and the computed permeability. The computed permeability will trigger an electronic color-coded display to
indicate its acceptability with respect to US Federal regulatory limit of 10-9 m/s. In Figure 1, the color red means the
reading is not acceptable while green means otherwise.

Sample Data Display
K = 2.1E-11 m/s
[green]
[red]

Main Unit contains
accessories for calculations and LED
display

SI = 54.6 %

Initial Saturation Meter

Figure 1. Schematic Drawing of Permeameter

Figure 2 shows the steps performed by the proposed permeameter prototype instrument.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of Prototype

Advantages of the Instrument
There is a wide application of the knowledge of permeability (hydraulic conductivity) in the construction and performance of structures using clay liners; examples include,
dams, foundations, runways, roads, highways, lagoons and
fluid containment structures. However, the measurement, to
date has been cumbersome (because they are made of several separate parts to be assembled before use) and time consuming, using existing instruments like Boutwell Permeameter and Constant Borehole Permeameter [4, 5, 6,]. There are
similar instruments, namely, the Air Entry Permeameter, the
Ponded Infiltrometer, and the Tension Infiltrometer that use
infiltrometer methods. The instruments and/or methods
mentioned above are useful in the field only and mostly on
saturated soils. [1, 5]. They also make the following assumptions about the soil:
•
•
•
•

It is homogeneous and uniformly soaked;
Porewater pressure = 0 at the base and center
of the soil;
The effects of soil suction are negligible; and,
There is no volume change [5].

The assumptions listed above would be hard to come by in
natural or compacted soils such as clay liners. Thus, the
methods are limited to highly controlled experimental condi-
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tions and may not be very useful, in real time, in spite of the
tedious work involved.
The proposed permeameter is a panacea for all the shortcomings of the ones listed above because:
a) it will be portable as one unit (may even be pocketsize);
b) will hasten construction because it can measure the
permeability faster, so that one does not have to wait
hours or days for the results, and during the waiting period, the permeability of the compacted clay may be altered by atmospheric elements when construction resumes;
c) the permeability of the soil can be monitored as often, and at so many places on the liner, as possible during
construction, thus ensuring a consistent value throughout
the construction period;
d) controlled units could be established in the field to
monitor the permeability of the liner when construction of
the structure has been completed
e) this instrument will require little or no training for
construction personnel, most of whom often have little or
no formal education; and,
f) unlike the methods mentioned above, this instrument does not rely on idealistic assumptions of the compacted clay.
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Table 1 shows some of the measured hydraulic conductivities (K) and the corresponding predictions (Kp) for
Model SI on a sample of the data that was not used for
model development. It can be observed that the difference
in the order of magnitude between the measured and predicted hydraulic conductivities is 0 or 1. This fact is proven
by the differences between the measured and predicted Ks in
column 4 of Table 1. Row 11 of the table is an anomaly
because the measured K appears to be an outlier in the data
used. It was too high to begin with. Row 16 of the table
gives a difference of zero which indicates a perfect prediction. It is also a proof that most of the differences are, in
fact, close to zero. The fact that this model makes consistent
predictions across all levels of compaction is very significant
because this makes it possible to use it for field compaction
which is considered to be a mixture of all levels of compaction, that is, MP (Modified Proctor), SP (Standard Proctor)
and RP (Reduced Proctor). Figure 3 shows a plot of meas-

ured K versus predicted Kp, for Model SI. The data used for
validation of the model was used in the plot. It is observed
that there is a good correlation between measured K and
predicted K for the model because the points band uniformly
along the 45° line for the whole range of measured K values.
The data was plotted on a log-log scale because:
• the equation is a logarithmic function;
•

the numbers are too small to be plotted on a
Cartesian scale; and,

•

there will be only two clots which will yield no
meaningful analysis if the data is plotted on a
Cartesian scale.

Table 1. Kp (Predictions of K by Model SI) versus measured K

SI
%
(1)
40.36
54.84
72.63
89.94
45.05
59.64
91.44
67.42
84.97
91.38
49.64
72.35
89.91
84.5
52.74
61.92
91.93
89.27
78.03
90.17
88.21
86.84
84.82

K
(measured)
m/s
(2)
7.00E-09
4.00E-09
2.50E-10
1.20E-10
6.00E-10
5.50E-10
1.30E-10
6.00E-11
1.00E-10
6.00E-11
7.50E-06
1.00E-09
4.10E-11
7.50E-11
1.10E-09
7.00E-10
2.50E-11
7.50E-11
9.00E-12
3.00E-11
5.00E-11
2.00E-11
7.50E-11

Kp
Model SI
(predicted)
m/s
(3)
6.04E-09
1.42E-09
2.40E-10
4.25E-11
3.78E-09
8.79E-10
3.66E-11
4.04E-10
6.99E-11
3.68E-11
2.39E-09
2.47E-10
4.26E-11
7.32E-11
1.75E-09
7.00E-10
3.48E-11
4.54E-11
1.40E-10
4.15E-11
5.05E-11
5.79E-11
7.09E-11

Kp – K
m/s
(4)
9.60E-10
2.58E-09
1.00E-11
7.75E-11
-3.18E-09
-3.29E-10
9.34E-11
-3.44E-10
3.01E-11
2.32E-11
7.50E-06
7.53E-10
-1.60E-12
1.80E-12
-6.50E-10
0.00E+00
-9.80E-12
2.96E-11
-1.31E-10
-1.15E-11
-5.00E-13
-3.79E-11
4.10E-12
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1.00E-06
1.00E-12

1.00E-11

1.00E-10

1.00E-09

1.00E-08

1.00E-07

1.00E-06

1.00E-07
1.00E-08
1.00E-09
1.00E-10

Predicted Kp - m/s
1.00E-11
1.00E-12

Measured K- m/s

Figure 3. Model SI Predictions

Conclusion
This article chronicles how the application of research results is being used for the invention of a faster and smaller
permeameter. The equation to be programmed into the prototype of the permeameter is ln K = -14.89 - 0.10 SI or K =
e(-14.89 – 0.10 SI). K is the coefficient of permeability and SI is
the initial saturation of compacted clay. This equation and
the proposed instrument apply to the permeability of water
in compacted clays only. It may work on aqueous fluids like
leachates from landfills but that is yet to be researched after
the development of the instrument. The reason for the use of
SI, the initial saturation, only as the only variable in the development of the equation is that SI is a function of all the
other interdependent factors that influence the permeability
(hydraulic conductivity) of compacted clay. A theoretical
and mathematical proof of this fact is enshrined in the paper
under the heading “Theoretical Background”. Sample results of the performance of the equation to be used in the
instrument have been provided in Table 1 and Figure 3. A
schematic drawing of the instrument and an algorithm for
the display of the results has been provided in Figures 1 and
2, respectively.
Size, faster measurement of permeability, ease of use by
field personnel and, hopefully, cost will make the SI permeameter superior to existing permeameters. The development of this equipment will benefit organizations or offices
such as the Department of Defense, Department of Energy,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), DOT, the Army
Corps of Engineers, Education (at the undergraduate and
graduate levels) and Municipalities because they are in-
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volved in the study and/or the application of the concepts of
permeability (hydraulic conductivity) in most of their projects. Some of these projects are landfills, dams and underground storage tanks (USTs). The consequences of the
breach of the mentioned structures are devastating in terms
of the loss of property and lives [1]. Therefore, if this
equipment is developed, it will have a large market.
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SIMULATION BASED METHODOLOGY FOR
SELECTION AND INTEGRATION OF REAL TIME
CONTROL ELECTRONICS INTO COMPLEX DYNAMIC
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Mekonnen Tesfay Tesfu, Hamburg University of Technology; J. Schlattmann, Hamburg University of Technology;
Larz Ziemen, Hamburg University of Technology

Abstract
Considering that innovations in modern mechanical products are increasingly of mechatronic nature, integration of
electronic control systems into machines is becoming an
area of increasing interest for mechanical engineers. The
transformation from a mechanical design to a mechatronic
realization can be very daunting and costly if not managed
systematically. Some of the sources of difficulty are lack of
universal standardization of components and their interfaces,
too many competing products in the market, too many parameters and their complex interdependencies, confusingly
diverse terminologies in product specifications, the need for
specialist as well as multi-disciplinary knowledge side by
side, etc. A mechatronic system could be built entirely from
commercial off-the-shelf systems or part of its components
may have to be designed and built from a scratch. The selection and/or design process of the system can easily get complex when its components have to be put together from diverse vendors having different development software platforms. To avoid painful interfacing problems at a later stage,
components have to be chosen systematically and the implementation planned with clear awareness.
This contribution highlights and discusses the key parameters involved in the selection and integration of a real-time
control into complex machines. A simulation assisted methodical approach is followed on an example of the parallel
mechanism based walking robot Centaurob [1]. The methodology can greatly help in early configuration, specification, and testing of the system and/or its component parts. It
can also lead to an early identification and optimization of
the implementation sequences and techniques.

Introduction
In contemporary machine design and robotics, many formerly mechanical and electromechanical functions are realized using electrical, electronic, and/or software functions.
Some examples are precision servomotors substituting mechanical cams, touch screens replacing press-buttons, new
families of MEMS based sensors such as electronic gyroscopes and accelerometers replacing their older bulky me-

chanical counterparts, cable-free connections, etc. Consequently machine design has practically transformed from
gear and cam based design to electromechanical design
process and eventually being transformed to mechatronic
design.
In mechatronics design, mechanical, electrical, control,
and embedded programming designs merge into a single
interdisciplinary field. Also new design methodologies based
on computer simulation and virtual prototyping emerge. This
integrated approach can immensely reduce design risks and
costs by allowing virtual testing of digital prototypes in early
development process. This is of great importance considering that 60 to 80% of manageable costs in product development are preset by decisions made in early design process
[2]. Another very important advantage of early digital prototyping is that it facilitates communication between design
teams and also with outside customers. And lastly, but not
least, it helps in clearly understanding the system as well as
in defining requirement specifications and optimization of
control components selection.
In practice, however, an integrated design approach is
very challenging. Despite a huge interest in mechatronics
both in academics and industry, many mechanical engineers
still seem to shy away from it. One of the reasons is the lack
of fully integrated commercial mechatronics design tools
that are ripe for the challenge. Today, one can find state of
the art commercial CAE tools both in the fields of mechanical and control designs. For example, different mechanical
design tools, such as 3D-CAD softwares Pro/Engineer, CATIA, and SolidWorks for visualization and collision detection, MBS softwares Adams and SimMechanics for trajectory generation and motor dimensioning, FEA softwares
Abaqus and Pro/Mechanica in design and specification of
some mechanical sensors, etc. has been explored in the process of development of the robot Centaurob. Similarly for
control design and embedded programming, Matlab/Simulink, LabVIEW, C/C++, and to some extent assembly language are explored. Most of these tools can accomplish design tasks in their respective domains greatly. However, a fully integrated tool that combines all the above functionalities is still missing in the market. As one of pioneering
example in this direction, one can mention the interface that
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National Instruments and SolidWorks have jointly developed recently to integrate their control design and 3D-CAD
mechanical design software packages i.e. the beta release of
LabVIEW-SolidWorks Mechatronics Toolkit [3].
A full integration of mechanical and control design tools
can allow a mechatronic engineer to integrate interdisciplinary design tasks without a deep specialist knowledge in the
involved fields and without a need to switch tools in the design process. Otherwise, a right combination of design tools
from different domains has to be setup based on the application at hand, which is a challenging task in its own right.
Since mechatronic design and simulation tools facilitate the
overall product development process, their selection is usually made at an early stage. This has, in turn, a big influence
on the selection of the subsequent embedded control software and hardware. Therefore, development software need
to be selected carefully and systematically.
In this paper a simulation based methodology for selection
and integration of real-time control hardware/software into
mechanical systems will be presented on the example of the
biped robot Centaurob. This design process will lead us from
the most abstract mechanical system down to the late control
components selection step by step.

and other preset walking parameters, the overall stability of
the robot is to be maintained using the torso and hip motions. Pure mathematical trajectory computation is an iterative process since the motion of the two hexapods, the hip,
and the torso are coupled through the kinematic and dynamic
equations of motion. Therefore, appropriate sensors have to
be integrated to make trajectory computation deterministic.

Figure 1. 3D-CAD Views of Centaurob’s basic
Mechanical structure

The Walking Machine Centaurob
Centaurob is a statically stable walking biped robot, whose
basic working principle has been successfully verified in a
previous research work [1]. It is a fairly complex mechatronic machine, which requires over 12 motors, up to 100
sensors, complex control computer systems, a battery based
energy supply, and two serially connected Stewart platform
mechanisms as its components for autonomous functioning.
Each of the two Stewart platforms makes up the left and the
right legs of the biped robot [see Figure 1]. The Stewart platform structure, also known as hexapod positioner, is the
most popular and successful parallel mechanical structure,
which was initially proposed by Stewart in 1965. Solving
forward kinematic equations of motion for such parallel
mechanisms is not deterministic. Therefore, sensor-based
methods are needed to compute the robot’s forward kinematics.

Walking Trajectory Planning
The first step in the walking trajectory generation in Centaurob is to plan the swing-foot motion based on the obstacle
information [see Figure 2]. The environment information is
to be obtained in real-time with localization sensors and input into a trajectory planning algorithm. Once the swing-foot
motion is defined, a hip trajectory is determined taking into
consideration the stability imbalances that are caused due to
the swing-foot motion. Then, based on the local information
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Figure 2. Walking phases and an obstacle

Figure 3. States of right leg swing phase

Once the swing-foot trajectory and the corresponding hip
trajectory are set, the joint trajectories are computed using
inverse kinematics, where the required joint positions,
speeds, and accelerations can be specified. Inverse kinematics and dynamics of parallel mechanisms can be deterministically computed. This can be performed either using commercially available multi-body simulation software or by
self-programmed numerical solution. Here, the two hexapods of Centaurob are modeled using the Newton-Euler ap-
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proach and a numerical solution is programmed in Matlab/Simulink [see Figure 5]. From the inverse kinematics of
the two hexapods, the position, velocity, and acceleration of
each joint/link are obtained. The corresponding theoretical
forces and drive torques acting on the links can be determined using inverse dynamics. Figure 4 below shows a
sample plot of the lengths of the six DC-motor driven ball
screw actuators of the swing-leg for a given walking-step.
The plot is computed from the trajectory generation algorithm presented in Figure 5.

Figure. 4 Position trajectories of the six links
of the swing-leg hexapod

The balance control strategy for the Centaurob is to generate reference trajectories of the swing-foot, the hip, and the
torso based on the Center of Mass (COM) and/or the Zero
Moment Point (ZMP) criteria and use feed-forward control
for tracking the generated reference trajectories [see Figure
5]. Knowing the location of the COM and ZMP in real-time
provides enough information to build a closed loop balance/
stability control of the robot. But a real-time localization of
COM/ZMP based on theoretical kinematic and dynamic
models is not deterministic. Real time applications, however,
require a deterministic system. An alternative way, therefore, is to compute COM/ZMP from actual state information
of the robot, which has to be obtained using sensors. For this
purpose, a number of position and acceleration sensors have
to be integrated into the Centaurob mechanisms. The sensors
are used to determine the absolute pose of each link of the
robot structure. Stabilization computations are then performed on the bases of these sensors’ data.

Figure 5. Walking trajectory generation algorithm using
Mat lab/Simulink

Hardware-wise, the control system is to be constructed on
the top of the robot so that it can walk autonomously. Because there is a very limited space available for the integration of the hardware and since the overall weight of the robot
have to be kept as minimum as possible, the control computers should be as compact and as light as possible. Moreover, the limited availability of energy supply, which is intended to come from a battery carried by the robot, demands
that the computers and other electronic components to be as
energy efficient as possible. Therefore, the size, the weight,
and the energy efficiency constraints have to be kept in mind
during the control system selection and/or design.
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Control Architecture
Figure 6 below shows the overall control system architecture concept, which is developed based on the Centaurob’s
walking strategy discussed in the above section. The control
system should be real-time capable i.e. the operating system
and bus systems should fulfill the hard real-time requirements, the latency time of sensors and input/output operations should be low enough, etc. The control loop cycle
times should then be estimated as accurately as possible
based on the critical loops.

control. The difference between the two concepts basically
lies at the lower end of the control configuration i.e. the capturing of sensor data and driving of the motors. In both configurations, the computation of the trajectories and the dynamics of the robot model take place in the central computer, which can compute the overall control routines at high
and fixed frequencies. In controlling Centaurob, the time
span of the upper level input-output control loop is desired
to lie below 4ms (250Hz). This means, any delay in computation time above 4ms or any error in computation would
result in the disturbance of the control system. This puts a
hard real-time requirement on the computer systems that can
only be fulfilled by real time operating system (e.g. RTLinux, VxWorks, etc. [4]). For detailed specification of time
requirements and communication networks the system
should be modeled and simulated in real time [5].

Control Components Selection and
Integration Tools and Methodologies
After the basic mechanical structure and the control strategy of Centaurob are specified, it is a good starting point for
selecting the control system components. The first step in
components selection is usually to list all the inputs and outputs to the controller. From the overall control loops shown
in Figure 6, it is possible to approximately specify the number of sensors and actuators to be integrated into the system,
which is a very important information to start with in designing controllers. For detailed specification of the sensors and
actuators, a reliable approach is system simulation. In turn,
for simulation of the mechatronic systems, one should carefully choose appropriate development software tools because
the choice of a specific tool influences the selection of subsequent system components.

Figure 6. Centaurob control configuration concept

The method of feedback linearization of the overall control system dynamics requires fast computation, which can
best be performed with one powerful central computer. On
the other hand, a single computer can hardly manage to
compute all involved upper level, lower level, and additional
peripheral control algorithms in real-time. Taking these two
seemingly conflicting requirements into consideration, two
basic hardware configuration concepts are considered for the
above shown control architecture. The first configuration
concept is the use of a central computer and a number of
decentralized microcontrollers connected to each other
through a bus system. The second configuration concept is
the use of a single powerful central computer for the whole
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The development software tools, sensors, motors, IO
boards, communication buses and interfaces, control computers and controller boards, etc. are all interdependent in
some way or another and they should be chosen for smooth
interoperability. It is important to note that software tools
play an equally important role as the hardware components.
Ease of assembly is a well known design concept in mechanical engineering as compatibility is in software development. When a system with mechanical, electronic, and
software components are to be assembled, the combined
meaning should be fulfilled. Computer modeling and simulation are nowadays indispensable tools in control system
design and integration. In the following section, the simulation platform Matlab/Simulink from Mathworks is used in
modeling and simulation of the linear actuators of Centaurob.
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Modular Control System Modeling
The main elements in the control system model shown in
Figure 7 below are the Mechanical Plant Model and Cascaded P-PI-PI Controller, which are both modeled in Simulink. The DC Motor is a simplified Simulink model of the
Maxon brushless DC motor. The system variables and reference trajectories, which are computed using a separate path
planning and trajectory-computing model, are loaded automatically from m-Files. A 3D model of the mechanical system can be realized using the Virtual Reality Toolbox. LimitChecks can be integrated using Stateflow Toolbox to observe the position and velocity limits of the linear actuators.
Moreover, the power requirement of the system can be computed online in order to observe whether the system have
enough energy at any given operating point.

ment platforms that primarily focus on how to quickly get
developments started. These quick start platforms provide
the much needed mechanisms to reuse the software components from one project to another [9].

Virtual Testing and Simulation
In virtual testing and simulation of mechatronic systems,
special attention is placed on multi-domain aspect of the
system. The goal is implementation of simulated real time
operation. Since the performance of a simulated system is
limited by the model quality, a great portion of the design
effort is usually spent on modeling. Virtual prototyping can
involve different functionalities ranging from planning of
motion trajectories and collision detection using 3D-CAD
tools to determining throughput time as well as sizing of
actuators. For instance, in virtual testing of motion trajectories, each motion axis can be mapped to a joint of a 3D-CAD
model. Then by animating the CAD model, designers can
quickly evaluate the feasibility of the overall concept in the
machine design process. Apart from that, motion profiles
can be validated on a CAD model before implementing them
on a real machine, without risking a physical systems. Collision detection features in 3D-CAD tools can be utilized for
this purpose.

Figure 7. An example of a modular control system model

Real-time Programming Software
In the past, the programming languages used for implementing real time embedded systems were basically assembler and/or C. Today, however, there have emerged special
programming languages called graphical development environments, which have typically modeling, simulation, as
well as platform specific C-code generation capabilities.
These include general purpose high-level modeling and
simulation languages such as Matlab/Simulink/Stateflow
from the MathWorks [6] and LabVIEW from National Instruments [7], which have integrated C/C++ code generators.
Targetlink from dSPACE [8] can, for instance, generate a
production code (C/C++ code) straight from Matlab/Simulink/Stateflow graphical development environment.
Along with this, model based control design has also become an established development method across many industries. The main advantages of these types of tools are
code repeatability and reduction of development time (up to
50% [8]). For example, it is much easier to implement parallelism with high level graphical programming languages
such as Simulink and LabVIEW compared to text-based
coding languages. There are also other evolving develop-

Figure 8. A schematic example showing a development system
configuration for code generation, deployment, and virtual
prototyping of embedded control system.

Hardware in the Loop Simulation
After testing a purely computer simulated system, real
hardware components can be integrated step by step into the
virtual system. This mixture of virtual and real systems is
known as Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) simulation. Similarly
Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) simulation can also be applied.
Today, HiL simulation is relatively limited in control design.
Extension of the HiL technology to design and testing of
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general mechatronic systems and components can have huge
benefits to the design of the future. Figure 9 below shows
schematic setup for the virtual testing and implementation
approach used in Centaurob development.

Figure 9. A schematic system setup for virtual testing, and
implementation of Centaurob

Components Specification and
Selection
The main system components involved are the motor drive
electronics, sensors, communication buses, controller computers, IO boards, and embedded software systems. These
components should be systematically evaluated and selected
on the bases of the control architecture and algorithms as
well as the implementation strategies described in previous
sections. The full details of the systematic evaluation and
selection techniques cannot be presented in this short paper
but there are effective domain independent methodologies,
which can be conveniently used in the evaluation and selection of commercial of-the-shelf components [2, 10, 11]. Involved parameters are many and highly interdependent in
complex systems like Centaurob. There are, however, some
general criteria that can be applied in the specification,
evaluation, and selection of modern electronic systems.
These are, among others, complexity, interoperability, ease
of development, performance and thermal management [12],
size or miniaturization of components [13], technology
trend, cost, and availability.
Motor Dimensioning and Selection: - In selecting motors, one takes into account evaluation criteria such as power
behavior, electrical behavior, controlling possibilities, etc.,
in addition to mechanical and thermal characteristics. One of
the most important motor parameters from a control design
point of view is, however, the art and means of sending control commands to the motors. This plays a significant role in
selecting a control computer system, i.e. especially the controller input/output ports (IOs).
Sensor Selection: - Sensors are by nature very diverse
system components both functionally and construction-wise.
Depending on the type and application of a given sensor,
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various parameters play a role in its evaluation and selection.
Size or dimension, orientation, direction of movement, portability, compatibility with other hardware and software
components, analog or digital, types of interfaces (RS232,
PWM, CAN, etc), incremental or absolute, power supply,
wear and tear, ease of installation, ease of calibration,
measurement range, measurement frequency, resolution,
accuracy, dynamic behavior, operating environment, signal
sensitivity, noise sensitivity, price, availability, technological
trend, etc. could all play a role to some extent. A thorough
understanding of these parameters and their implication on
the overall control system is essential in order to be able to
make informed tradeoffs in the selection process. Here, one
may follow a systematic evaluation methodology by ranking
different sensor solutions against weighted criteria [10].
There are also some trends in sensor technology, which may
be used as a guide in searching modern and future oriented
sensor solutions:
• USB 2.0 data acquisition (Laptop based),
• Improved performance and declining prices of ADCs [14],
• Onboard FPGA [15],
• New developments in MEMS technology e.g. MEMS accelerometers [16],
• Wireless technologies e.g. WiFi, WLAN, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, etc. [17].

Challenges in Electronic Control
Hardware and Software Selection
The above discussions show how complex a control system can grow if it is not managed systematically. The selection and/or design process of a system can easily get too
complex especially when its components have to come from
diverse vendors with different development software platforms. Many times, incompatible operating concepts and
data formats hinder smooth integration of components and
the workflow as a whole. In addition to the massive time
invested in converting data from one format to another, there
is also the risk of error introduction due to repeated conversions. In some cases, the system could be built completely
from off-the-shelf components, while in other cases, components may have to be designed from a scratch and built by
own-self and then integrated to operate smoothly into the
system. Here, the make-or-buy decision have to be made
based on a number of technical and economic criteria. So
what are the basic challenges and how do we tackle them?

The Problem of Complexity
Two major reasons, among others, can be cited for the
growing complexity of the electronic control-hardware systems. One reason is the increased functionality of the hardware from manufacturer’s side, which is made possible due
to dynamic innovations in state of the art electronics. The
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other reason is differing system platforms on the user’s side
(e.g. differing digital field bus systems, differing host systems, different PC supported tools, etc.). Implementation of
components from different manufactures can get very complex and may involve huge data flooding. Frequently, users
are forced to spend more of their valuable time solving problems created by new innovations and/or software releases
than doing the “real intended job”. Complexity of a system
should, therefore, be kept as low as possible. Only then can
one understand the system thoroughly and as a result keep
designs less prone to human error. Simulation of a system is
also a proven method in fighting complexity because it enhances understandability.

The Problem of Compatibility and/or
Interoperability
Performance and fitness of each individual component of
a control system can be dependent on other hardware components in the system. Moreover, it may depend on development software used. Therefore, hardware components
selection process of electronic components should be made
considering both the hardware and software environments
under which it is to be developed and operated. Otherwise,
interfacing process for mismatched hardware-software components can be painfully complex, costly, and time consuming. Using hardware and software components from a single
vendor can reduce incompatibility problem. But a single
source system is usually less flexible and leads to more dependence on the vendor. Moreover, some component parts
from that vendor may not necessarily be the best in the market. The dilemma here is, therefore, whether to adapt a complete, compatible system from a single source [13], which is
possibly less flexible, sub-optimal, and source dependent, or
to put together functionally optimal components from different sources and go the risk of interfacing complexity [18].
The industry response to the compatibility problem could be
a creation of common platforms (e.g. AUTOSAR in automotive industry [19]). If there were an industry-wise standard
platform, most of the problems in interfacing, compatibility,
modularity, etc. would have been mitigated. If it is considered that every component plugs and plays with every other
component, the system design and integration would have
been an easier task, but most probability at the expense of
innovativeness.

Recommendations and Observations
This paper has explored multi-dimensional components
selection process and strategies with the goal of optimizing
control hardware/software selection for a complex mechanical application. In this top-to-down approach, a general format usable in preparation of requirements specification of
control hardware and software components can be of great

help. Control system requirements specification involves
identification and detailed understanding of the parameters
relevant in electronic-components design. To make the components selection process easier, parameters used in specifications should match with those used in manufacturer’s data
sheets. They should also be made understandable for both
mechanical and electrical/electronic designers. It is not uncommon to find identical terms used by specialists in different fields with differing meanings. Vendor documentation of
electronic and/or software components are usually bulky and
they are intermingled with advertisements. Performance
indicators in the documentation are in most cases “the best
case scenarios”, and may not be delivered in real application
environment. Moreover, the terminologies and even performance parameters used by different manufacturers in the
specification of seemingly comparable components can vary
and get confusing. Therefore, requirements specification
should take these aspects into consideration.
Computer simulation is also an invaluable tool in system
specification and components selection process. Especially
virtual prototyping and hardware-in-the loop simulation are
recommended because they bring theory closer to reality
early in the design process. But, on the other hand, since a
pure computer simulation cannot substitute physical experimentation, one should be careful when using numerical output from simulation models. Another important issue to consider here is the ‘time cost’ of building a complex and detailed computer simulation of a system i.e. some simulations
may simply not be worth the time and money spent on them.

Conclusion
In spite of the challenges involved in finding a fitting control hardware/ software solution for a given mechanical application, finding comprehensive research works on optimization of the selection and integration process of components in this area is not easy. Most of the works available are
either tailored to specific types of applications, specific types
components and/or manufacturer or they are incomplete or
in other cases too general. Catalogs get out of date too soon
and too often in this highly innovative and dynamic field.
This paper explores some important design techniques and
tools applicable in a mechatronic design process. The discussed approach helps to get a clearer view of the design
problems from a function oriented interdisciplinary point of
view. It investigates the state of the art methods through
which the mechatronic designer can cross the boundaries of
technical disciplines and optimize the interdisciplinary system components, thereby improving the overall system performance. The paper also presents a case study, on the example of a biped robot, where it takes the design problem
from the abstract mechanical structure level step by step
down to the late electronic control components selection
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level. In the Centaurob application, a PC-based virtual testing and hardware-in-the loop simulation methods are being
experimented. Here, Matlab/Simulink/Stateflow graphical
development tools, dSPACE control hardware, and compatible IO boards from National Instruments are used to interact
with various sensors and DC Servomotors. This approach is
efficient and very effective in step-by-step integration of
control components as they arrive. In the oral presentation of
the article, some of the simulation and prototyping results of
the experimentation along with the hardware and software
technologies used are to be presented and discussed.
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EXAMINING 2007 SÃO PAULO CITY SUBWAY
LINE–4 CONSTRUCTION SITE ACCIDENT
Analia Maria Andrade Pinto, Universidade Federal Fluminense (Brazil);
Wainer da Silveira e Silva, Universidade Federal Fluminense (Brazil)

Abstract
São Paulo is the largest city in Brazil and the most populous city in the Americas and the Southern Hemisphere. It is
the fifth in the world by population. With extremely intense
traffic, the city’s 11 million people are served by a modern
and continuously expanding subway network. The São Paulo
subway is the largest in South America and considered to be
one of the most advanced subways in the world. Constructing new subway lines and facilities in a very large city is not
a simple task. Tracks must be built under residential and
commercial buildings, crowded avenues, with minimal city
life disruption. On January 12, 2007, a serious accident happened at the São Paulo metropolitan subway yellow line–4
construction site. As the wall of a concrete-lined shaft and
the complete ceiling of the Pinheiros subway station collapsed without warning, it swallowed pedestrians, a minibus,
and dump trucks on the site. The São Paulo subway is
owned by the State of São Paulo. The subway line–4 contract includes constructing a 12.8km concrete-lined tunnel,
which is 9m in diameter. Line–4 will integrate the subway
with both the suburban commuter rail system and the city’s
bus networks. Accidents can happen. However, this case
renders some peculiarities due to the fact that fatalities involved no tunnel workers but only passing-by pedestrians
and vehicle drivers or riders whose safety should have been
carefully taken care. We will use available data and official
information, as well as interviews with construction and
safety personnel.

Introduction
Cities all over the world are growing in size, population,
and complexity. Therefore, transportation must be constantly
improved. Mass transportation systems are often under continuous expansion. Among most mass transportation systems, subways have proven to be more advantageous due to
their efficiency, convenience, and capability. Moreover, new
subway lines do not affect other kinds of transportation, and
they do not disrupt existing landscape, parks, or walkways.
Building subway lines is a typical procedure in large cities
everywhere. While it is a good solution, it is not an easy one
since the building of such subway routes is technically complex and expensive, demanding specific technology and
management. The most evident civil engineering challenges
include digging logistics and lowering the ground water. It is

extremely hard to dig and turn useful large tunnels underneath the area of the future subway line surface with minimal disturbance. This is a difficult challenge for large cities
in Brazil.
São Paulo is the largest city in Brazil and holds the largest
population in the Americas, as well as in the Southern Hemisphere. With more than 11 million people in its urban center
[1], São Paulo is served by a modern and efficient subway
system that is continuously expanding [2]. Furthermore, the
largest subway system in South America is building two new
lines: the green line–2 and the yellow line–4.
The budget for this expansion work is approximately 8
billion U.S. dollars for the period from 2007 to 2010 [3].
Building these new subway lines has been contracted by the
São Paulo state government through the state company,
Companhia Metropolitana de São Paulo, which is in charge
of contracting and supervising the subway expansion [4].
The work was assigned to CVA (Consórcio Via Amarela) a
consort composed of five companies: Andrade Gutierrez,
Camargo Correia, OAS, Queiroz Galvão, and Norberto
Odebrecht. These are solid and large civil engineering companies with extensive experience in Brazil and abroad. They
are building 12.8km of subway line, linking 11 new subway
stations in an extremely dense population area.

Subway Construction Site Accidents
Due to the complexity and greatness of the work, accidents happen, regardless of both managerial concern and
modern applied technology. Actually, three typical types of
technologies for tunnel building have been used in São
Paulo: NATM, VAC, and TBM. The first one, NATM (New
Austrian Tunneling Method), refers to a kind of technology
that uses explosives for digging before concreting and advancing. It was developed in Austria from 1957 to 1965. The
second one, VAC (Vala de Céu Aberto or Cut-and-Cover),
refers to a kind of technology where digging is used for
opening large ditches, which are then bore up and covered
later. Finally, the third one, TBM (Tunnel Boring Machine),
refers to a kind of technology that uses a large machine that
perforates, removes the rubbish, and bears up the walls.
When the accident happened January, 12, 2007, NATM
technology was in use at São Paulo yellow line–4 subway
extension.
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Other accidents have happened in tunnel constructions using NATM technology due to the use of explosives. Having
done research on tunnel building accidents using NATM
technology during the past 25 years, the authors have found
41 registered accidents, and 10 of them are listed on Table 1.
As can be seen, some of these accidents took place during
the same project, such as the Munich, Germany, subway
case in 1987. Another accident with fatalities happened during the same project in 1994. In 1994, the accident in the
Heathrow Airport in London garnered media attention. It left
several buildings damaged and one completely destroyed
[5].
Despite the number of accidents using NATM technology,
it does not mean it is worse than other technologies. According to Pelizza [6], collapse in tunnel constructions are not
related to a specific technology; however, he states that
NATM technology includes a high number of building sequential steps and, therefore, is extremely vulnerable to human execution mistakes or failures. A report published in
1996 details the safety conditions for NATM technology [7].
In this research we turn our attention to NATM technology because it is widely used in Brazil and was the technology used for yellow line–4 in São Paulo subway construction.
The São Paulo subway yellow line–4 accident damaged
several nearby buildings, causing their owners to be evacuated. Those houses were repaired, and their owners were
safely allowed to return to their homes. In addition, these
owners have also been reimbursed for their individual economic loss.
The São Paulo accident attracted much media attention for
causing the death of seven people. None of them had any
relationship to the subway building work. In fact, one of
them did work on the construction site; he was a truck
driver. As the alarm sounded, he returned to his truck to get
his personal documents. The accident happened at that exact
moment, and his truck was completely buried.
The company material loss was not relevant, and none of
the employees working in the tunnel were hurt because usual
procedures were duly enforced, as we can see through several open interviews with people and experts directly or indirectly involved with the work. The other victims had no relation to the subway construction. They were passing-by pedestrians, vehicle drivers, and riders.

Main Causes for the Accident
The main causes of accident at the São Paulo subway extension yellow line–4 are related to the digging explosions
on January 12. The engineers in charge of the digging on
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that part of the tunnel were informed that the planned explosion was done in a completely controlled way. It was a low
intensity explosion, and it happened approximately 10 meters away from the exact site of the accident.
It is known that every explosion will generate vibrations
that may cause rock or land movement, even if the specific
explosion is under strict control. In an interview with Paulo
Helene, a professor at the University of São Paulo and president of the Brazilian Concrete Institute, he stated,
Every explosion generates vibration which will loosen
parts of the soil. But it is not possible to state whether that
operation was or not correct, since we can not assure that the
depressions were under projected standards and that all the
calculations were really correct.
The engineers say that depressions usually happen in this
kind of work. They also assure that although the depressions
were at a level that showed to be higher than where they had
been on previous days, they were not so high as to call for an
alert situation. Thus, they believed there was no reason to
place the work under an alarm condition since the explosion
was authorized. They stated that had the depressions been
above the alert level, they would have cancelled the assigned
explosion. Since the depressions were under acceptable levels, there was no reason to change the explosion procedures
and schedule.

The Accident
Several engineers and workers who were in and around
the workplace when the tunnel collapsed were interviewed.
Most of them said it took approximately 10 minutes between
the first relatively small falling down and the big collapse
that tore off the ceiling of the Pinheiros subway station. Actually, it immediately opened a great crater that engulfed
land, rocks, cars, trucks, and even a passing-by passenger
van.
Approximately 10 minutes was enough time for the safety
procedures to have allowed the workers inside the tunnel to
safely evade the place. None of those workers were hurt in
the accident. Thus, the accident consequences would not
have been so tragic if it had not been for the extension of the
accident to the outside area of the construction site.
When establishing the boundaries between the workplace
and the urban area surrounding the construction site, companies may not extend the safety area as much to avoid disturbing the city life close to many streets and walkways. Therefore, Capri Street, which lies along the construction site,
extending just around the work place, had not been closed.
People and traffic continued to pass by the construction as
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usual. They were completely unaware of a possible accident
that might jeopardize their lives.
During their interviews, engineers said that there would
not have been enough time to close Capri Street. Surprisingly, during the interviews, there was not a single comment
stating that somebody might even have mentioned trying any
safety procedure aimed at warning people outside the construction site. We can assume that the project safety concerns were restricted to the construction site and to workers,
as well as to any other construction involved personnel.
Could fatalities have been avoided? In reality, closing that
street might have reduced those seven fatalities to just one
fatality. Thus, it might have saved six lives.
According to the outstanding member of the IPT (Instituto
de Pesquisas Tecnológicas, São Paulo) evaluation committee, Dr. André Assis [8], the final IPT report will soon be
concluded. It will be translated into English and available for
international researchers. This detailed report on the São
Paulo subway construction accident will surely become an
important source of knowledge for tunnel engineering
worldwide, since it is expected to bring about many lessons
learned from the accident.
Table1. Accidents Using NATM Technology
in the Last 25 Years

Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1994
1996
1997
1997
1999

Accident Location Country
Bochum Subway
Germany
Bochum Subway
Germany
Krieberg Tunnel
Germany
Munick Subway
Germany
Munick Subway
Germany
Los Angeles SubU.States
way
São Paulo Subway
Brazil
Carvalho Pinto
Brazil
Tunnel
Tunnel H. Airport U.Kingdom

Avoiding Fatalities in Urban Area
Tunnel Building Accidents
Accidents are not uncommon when building tunnels. During the last 25 years, NATM technology, although extremely
efficient, has had a high history of accident occurrences.
Considering that constructing subway expansions in highly
populated areas has often disturbed city life, which made
people suffer, it is time to think about developing and en-

forcing special safety regulations that will bring benefits to
all.
Indeed, when the São Paulo accident took place, all the
safety regulations were effectively applied inside the construction site [9]. Nonetheless, people were killed. They
were killed because there were no safety regulations concerning the surrounding area with its buildings and people,
regardless of the fact of the building site was located in a
highly populated urban area. Therefore, the authors firmly
believe that a set of regulations concerning the surrounding
area safety should be established and enforced at civil construction sites.
These regulations might even be concerned with the need
for emergency communication systems that could detect an
emergency situation and generate an alert for immediate
closing of nearby streets and/or evacuate the surrounding
areas to the building site. These procedures should be applied whenever the surrounding area is in danger due to the
risk of imminent accidents.
If a system like this had existed and been enforced in the
construction of São Paulo subway extension, the 10 minutes
that allowed the evacuation of workers from inside the tunnel would have been enough for extending the alarm conditions to the surrounding area, potentially saving the lives of
those people who died without having ever been aware of
the existence of such risk in that area. Such unawareness of
the risk eventually took the lives of those people.

Final Remarks
The authors hope that the view presented in this paper regarding the accident in São Paulo subway yellow line–4 will
be useful to alert the authorities about the need for conducting a review on safety regulations and establishing new
regulations, which will not only care for people directly involved with the construction, but will also increase safety for
those living or passing by the work area.
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Abstract
The process of reaffirming accreditation at the University
of Houston has identified research-based instruction as a
critical component of the campus learning environment for
the foreseeable future. This assertion is consistent with
broader trends in higher education that tout the benefits of
this approach especially with regard to enhancing undergraduate instruction. This paper briefly explains the Quality
Enhancement Plan (QEP) at the University of HoustonCollege of Technology (UH-COT) and elaborates on the
steps that have been taken UH-COT and provides some examples of the current and future implementation of this plan.

Introduction
The role of undergraduate research as an instructional tool
can be traced to the landmark Boyer Commission Report,
Reinventing Undergraduate Education: A Blueprint for
America’s Research Universities [1]. A follow up report
confirmed that some of the report’s recommendations had
begun to filter into the undergraduate curricula [2]. However, a later survey revealed that many institutions still faced
challenges implementing research-based educational strategies in their undergraduate programs [3].
Wendy Katkin [3] describes four key learning components
of the Boyer undergraduate research model. These are: written and oral communication skills, inquiry-based learning,
collaborative learning and teaching, and capstone
courses/senior projects [3]. Working in concert, these components serve as the foundation for an effective undergraduate research program. The instructional emphasis of this
model is on the involvement of students in the development
of their own knowledge through a hands-on experience. Indeed, Edward Crawley, et al. [4] suggest all students can
benefit from an education set in the context product, process
and system development and gain an appreciation for the
potential value of scientific discovery on everyday life. The
challenge is how to implement and sustain this learning
process in the long term.
The University of Houston’s focus on undergraduate research evolved from a collaborative effort to develop a Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP). The QEP is a major compo-

nent of the reaffirmation process for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), a regional accreditation agency [5]. In September 2006, a QEP committee representing a cross-section of university stakeholders began
meeting to brainstorm and discuss ideas that could potentially enhance student learning. After five months of investigative work, including gathering feedback from the wider
university community, the QEP committee recommended an
undergraduate research focus to the University of Houston
(UH) SACS Leadership Team [6].
Once the university SACS team accepted the recommendation of the QEP committee in January 2007, the leadership
began the process of delineating the framework for undergraduate research at UH. The first step was to develop a
common definition of research that would resonate with the
entire UH community. Deliberations in the group led to the
following statement:
Research is a diligent and systematic inquiry
or investigation into a subject in order to discover facts or principles, and increase the
sum of knowledge, enhance design, or enrich
artistic ability [6].
Fundamentally, the objective of the undergraduate research initiative or Discovery-Based Learning Initiative was
to incorporate and/or emphasize research activities and skills
in the undergraduate curriculum. Figure 1 presents the specific goals delineated by the report [6].
In order to assess university progress toward the general
undergraduate research goals, the QEP also identified several student learning goals. These include:
• Students will be able to formulate a research question
or problem.
• Students will be able to identify basic principles and
knowledge related to their research question or problem.
• Students will be able to develop a research plan to address or resolve a specific question or problem.
• Students will be able to collect and interpret data and
information in an attempt to resolve the question or
problem.
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• Students will demonstrate awareness of the responsible conduct of research.
• Students will be able to articulate their research findings through written, performance and/or oral presentations.
• Undergraduate research should be a signature program from
UH, one that makes the university more attractive to potential students with records of strong academic achievement.

• Undergraduate students at UH will participate in some level
of research activity by the time they receive their bachelor’s
degrees.

• By the time they graduate, UH students will have a fundamental understanding of research and its importance to society.

• The number of students participating in research experiences who are selected for presentation will grow.

• Undergraduate student retention will improve.
• The six-year graduation rate of first-time in college students
and the four-year graduation rate of transfers beginning
with 60 or more credit hours will improve.

• External funding for undergraduate research will grow.
Figure 1. QEP Goals for Undergraduate Research

Many of these goals have been a critical part of the undergraduate learning experience across a variety of disciplines.
However, the intent of the QEP was to develop a systemic
plan for making research activity and skill-building a core
element of undergraduate education at the University of
Houston. In addition to providing a common university
framework for enhancing student learning, the undergraduate research initiative has also served to highlight instructional practices throughout the campus that have been incorporating elements of research-based education.

An Example
One of the most prominent examples of research-oriented
education practice is exemplified by the Senior Project
course in the Computer Engineering Technology (CET) program. The Senior Project course (ELET 4308/ELET 4108)
was originally taught under the title of Microcomputer Interfacing and consisted of a three hour lecture and one hour lab.
The course covered topics such as Op-Amps, ADC/DAC,
interfacing, signal conditioning, microprocessor I/O, bus
structure, and some machine language. The course was more
hardware intensive with a very limited software component
present.
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In addition, there existed a severe time constraint in the
execution of the course. For example, the lab component
consisted of several small experiments during the first half
of the semester while the second half was devoted to a term
project. Students formed teams of two and proposed their
idea to the lab instructor and course instructor for approval.
Students then had to purchase their own parts and most often
worked outside of the lab (due to a limited lab space availability) to construct their prototypes. However, course and
lab instructors had very little interaction in this format and
part-time faculty often taught the laboratory component.
This environment was certainly not conducive to a meaningful team project experience.
Seeking to revise the curricular structure of CET, the instructor for ELET 4308 identified that most of the Senior
Project course topics were covered earlier in the degree plan.
Deficiencies observed in the senior project course were also
traced back to the fundamental courses and gave rise to the
CLABS (read as C- LABS) Project [7-9] in summer 2004.
The CLABS Project was made possible with a change in
administration of the college and department, the hiring of a
new generation of energetic faculty and strong desire for
change at all levels. The rationale behind the CLABS Project
is reported in several publications [10-16].
After a thorough review and revision, the new Senior Project course (ELET 4308/ELET 4208) was offered in updated
form in fall 2004. A key feature of the new course was that
the project component would now be a semester long activity reflecting a comprehensive capstone experience. An assessment of the course components reveals that the curriculum and instruction also incorporated most of the general
research-based learning activities later described by the University Quality Enhancement Plan. Figure 2 provides a map
of course learning activities against the student learning
goals proposed by the UH QEP.
Additionally, assessment and evaluation play a key role in
the Senior Project course. Each learning activity is accompanied by a rubric-based performance assessment usually
taking into account multiple perspectives including the instructor, graduate assistants, industry representatives (during
the final project presentation), members of the department’s
Industry Advisory Board, faculty and university guests. In
addition to performance assessments, student surveys are
also implemented to gauge perceptions of course effectiveness. Two surveys are conducted during the first session.
The first survey is a self-assessment of the student knowledge and information about their work schedule (most students work part-time and a few work full-time). A similar
survey is conducted at the end of the semester and the results
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are then compared. The purpose of this survey is to assess
students’ knowledge and workload and provide guidance if
an overloaded schedule is identified [17-20].
QEP Student
Learning Goals
Formulate a research
question or problem
Identify basic
principles and
knowledge related to
their research question or problem
Collect and interpret
data and information
in an attempt to
resolve the question
or problem
Demonstrate awareness of the responsible conduct of
research
Articulate research
findings through
written, performance,
and/or oral presentations

ELET Course Components
Final
Project

Project
Proposal

Progress
Reports



























Workshops

Guest
Speakers





Figure 2. QEP Learning Goals vs. ELET 4308 Course Activities

Results from these assessments are used to make pedagogical and curricular decisions regarding the direction of
the course. The assessment tools themselves are consistently
evaluated for their effectiveness and relevance to the instructional process.

The Relationship of Undergraduate
Research to the Senior Project Course
It is clear that the University of Houston’s adoption of undergraduate research-based learning as the QEP topic dovetails well with the Senior Project Course. In addition to
hands-on research skills, the course infuses the curriculum
with opportunities for students to participate in oral and written communication exercises (e.g. proposal and final project
presentations) that are consistent with Boyer Commission
Recommendations for improvement [1]. Students in the upper level classes are also being asked to review freshman,
sophomore, and junior course projects and presentations.
The act of evaluating other’s work within a technical context
and reporting their qualitative evaluations back to the instructor further enhances critical thinking skills at the highest level of Bloom’s taxonomy [21].
Senior Project students also have the chance to engage in
paid, industry-sponsored professional activities. In order to
enhance their problem solving experience, industry personnel are increasingly presenting senior level students with
opportunities to tackle real world problems that require
timely solutions.

In the short term, the goals of the program include:
• Building on previous successes.
• Monitoring student progress in the senior project
pipeline by examining outcomes from redesigned
freshman, sophomore, and junior level courses.
• Monitoring and improving the assessment instruments.
• Encouraging additional faculty to take part in student
mentoring.
• Encouraging continued student participation in department sponsored tournaments such as Botball, and
First LEGO© League.
• Engage students in volunteer work in venues such as
Children’s Museum of Houston, and Young Audiences of Houston.
• Dissemination of information collected from the instructional process.
Each of these activities further enhances the undergraduate
experience by reinforcing a process of continuous improvement. Many of the short-term goals have been implemented
in the past three years. Long-term goals for the Senior Project Course present many challenges. However, some efforts
along these lines are currently underway.
Long-term goals include:
• Increasing industry participation in mentoring and
sponsoring student projects
• Facilitating joint projects with other departments
within ET
• Facilitating joint projects with other schools at UH
• Participation in regional and national competitions
• Conference presentations by students
• More patentable projects
• More journal publications
• Increase student sense of community responsibilities
As stated previously, outcomes related to some of these
goals are already starting to materialize. Several students
have successfully applied for provisional patents and published papers based on their projects [22-26]. However, the
goal of the program is to make this type of success a commonplace occurrence.

Conclusion
The adoption of undergraduate research as a top priority
for the University of Houston serves as a validation of the
work taking place in the Senior Project Course. Indeed, the
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renewed focus should facilitate adoption of this approach in
a variety of courses that would benefit from the model. As
the University continues to build capacity for undergraduate
research, the Senior Project Course will be positioned as a
leading example of the instructional effectiveness of this
strategy.

[12]
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PASSIVE A UHF RFID
SYSTEM IN A PCB MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT
Ghassan Ibrahim, Bloomsburg University; Albert Plytage, Lycoming Engines

Abstract
Tracking printed circuit boards (PCBs) during the
manufacturing process is of utmost importance. Pencil
and paper and barcodes have been used to streamline the
process but these systems have a large margin of error
that introduces limitations and hinders the assembly process. To eliminate the effects of human interaction and
streamline the manufacturing process, the utilization of
passive Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) as a tracking system was considered
to be a viable approach. The purpose of this research was
to evaluate the performance of passive RFID tags during
PCB assembly and testing. This paper introduces the
techniques used to analyze the tag performance utilizing
the profile of its radiation pattern as a criterion. The work
was done at the University RF lab and at the Electronic
Manufacturing Services (EMS) PCB assembly plant. The
experimental results are presented and the effects of the
PCB manufacturing environment on the passive RFID
tags are highlighted. Results showed that exposure of the
tag to reflow oven temperatures renders the tags nonfunctional, as determined by their measured radiation
patterns. Other processes, e.g. acidic cleaning and X-ray
exposure, had no effect on the tags. The other important
issue was proper placement of the tag on the PCB, preferably in an unpopulated metal-free part. This may require the allocation of a metal-free space on the PCB during its initial design stage.

Introduction
At the Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) PCB
assembly plant, tracking printed circuit boards (PCBs)
during their assembly and test processes is of utmost importance. Pencil and paper and barcodes have been used
to streamline these processes; however, in a modern highvolume PCB production environment these techniques
have been running into limitations [1]. At a local EMS
company, paper routers are extensively used to track the
production of circuit boards. A router is simply a paper
that documents the completed processes on a batch of
circuit boards as they pass through the assembly and testing stages. It is signed off after each process stage is completed to show where the boards have been and who com-

pleted each procedure. This system has a large margin of
error that introduces limitations and hinders production.
For example, it is very easy for a machine operator to
leave a blank line or write a wrong number on a router.
To eliminate the effects of human interaction and streamline the manufacturing process, the utilization of radio
frequency identification (RFID) as a tracking system was
considered to be a viable approach. For example, should
there be a problem at any point while assembling a PCB,
an RFID system can enable the manufacturer to isolate
the problem down to the exact point in the process, and
readily identify those units that may have experienced the
problem. The benefits can extend beyond manufacturing
to the entire lifecycle. In fact, service, warranty, and recall
costs could all be reduced with an RFID-enabled production system [1].
Discussions with the manufacturing plant engineers at a
local EMS company showed their keen interest in implementing an RFID tracking system. The system of choice
must be simple to implement, efficient, reliable and costeffective. The cost efficiency of the RFID tag with respect
to the cost and the number of PCB boards produced is the
primary focus [2]. There are various types of tags available, which can endure harsh environments and can be
attached to metal objects, but they are relatively large in
size and their cost is prohibitive when considering the
thousands of PCBs to be tagged [3]. A passive UHF RFID
system was chosen due to its sufficiently long range (up
to 10 meters), very low tag cost, and lack of line-of-sight
requirement [4]. However, this system may encounter
many operational problems in a PCB production environment that will affect its reliability and hinder its effectiveness. The automated assembly and testing processes
of PCBs requires that the RFID tags endure baking in a
210o C oven, acidic cleaning and X-ray testing. The
placement of the tag on the PCB can be problematic if
located close to or in contact with the metal parts of the
PCB or other metal objects in the vicinity. Each of the
afore-mentioned factors adversely affects the function and
reliability of the RFID system. Consequently, prior to
implementation of such a system, its performance under
real-world PCB production conditions needed to be investigated. A research project was initiated and conducted by
the author through an independent study research course
undertaken by a senior undergraduate electronics engi-
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neering technology student under the supervision and
guidance of the author. Experiments and tests to evaluate
the performance of a passive RFID system in a real-world
PCB production environment were conducted at the University Radio Frequency (RF) lab as well as at the EMS’s
PCB assembly plant. In the following sections, the concepts of a passive UHF RFID system are introduced. The
results and the analysis of the conducted experiments and
tests to evaluate performance of the RFID system are presented.

tween the tag antenna resistance and the antenna terminating resistance RT, Figure 2. This relationship is used to
send data from the tag to the reader by varying the input
impedance of the tag, which is the terminating resistance
for the antenna, in time with the data stream to be transmitted. The input impedance is varied by switching additional impedance Zmod off and on, thereby causing the
scatter aperture and, thus, the power from the tag to vary
in time (modulated) with the data; hence, the name “backscatter modulation”.

Introduction to Passive UHF RFID
RFID is a wireless RF system that enables the detection
of objects using contactless electronic devices called tags.
An RFID system is made up of two components: the tag
(transponder) located on the object to be identified and
the reader (interrogator). The reader contains an RF
transmitter/receiver module, a control unit and an antenna, and can be interfaced to a computer. The tag,
which is the data-carrying device of an RFID system,
consists of an antenna and an electronic chip. RFID systems are classified according to the reader operating frequency and the type of tag used. The communication between the reader and the tag is based on a forward
(reader-to-tag) RF link and reverse (tag-to-reader) RF
link. There are many types of RFID systems categorized
by their operating frequencies, tag memory size, and detection capabilities [5] and [6]. In this research, a passive
UHF RFID system was used, which is characterized by
relatively long-range (a few meters), very low-cost, and
small-geometry passive tags that are self-powered when
they are in the range of the reader RF field. The system
operates in modulated backscatter mode and at the UHF
frequency of 915 MHz, which is the US standard; Figure
1 is a block diagram representation of such a system [7].

Figure 1. Modulated backscatter UHF RFID system

In this system, the tag, powered by the reader RF field
when in range, reflects part of the incident RF power at
the scatter aperture of the tag antenna. Consequently, a
small amount of reader power returns to the reader from
the tag. The scatter aperture depends on the relation be-
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Figure 2. Tag (Transponder) backscatter modulation

RFID System Performance Analysis
The ability of the RFID system to function effectively
in the PCB production environment depends on the tag
performance after being placed on the PCB and exposed
to various stages of the assembly and test processes. To
evaluate the tag performance, its radiation patterns, which
are a graphical representation of the relative distribution
of the tag antenna-radiated power in space, were utilized
as a measure of reliability. The radiation pattern of a normal (unexposed) tag was used as a signature pattern and
compared with the radiation patterns of similar types of
tags that had undergone different test conditions. The precise radiation patterns of the normal tags supplied by the
manufacturer [8] are produced under constrained test
conditions in an anechoic chamber isolated from realworld physical effects. In real-world experiments conducted during this research, a less precise but practically
viable qualitative measurement technique was used to
determine the profile of the radiation patterns for different
tags before and after their exposure to different production environment conditions.

Real-World Tag Radiation Pattern
As stated earlier, the passive RFID tag does not have its
own power supply; it receives power from the reader RF
field. Part of the voltage produced by the incident RF
field at the terminals of the tag antenna is rectified and
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utilized as power supplied to the tag; the other part is reflected at the scatter aperture of the antenna and amplitude modulated by the tag information data. This backscattered modulated signal must be sufficiently strong
when it reaches the reader for the data to be detected and
decoded without errors. The received backscattered field
strength at the reader antenna depends on the minimum
interrogation field strength at the tag. This is determined
by the minimum UHF input power required to activate the
tag, which in turn depends on:
•
•
•

the directional gain of the tag antenna;
the polarization directions of the tag and reader
antenna; and
the distance between the two.

Figure 3. Tag/Interrogator measurement setup

The change in received backscattered field strength will
affect the detection rate of the tag data and consequently
the average number of reads recorded by the reader. This
change in the average number of reads can be effectively
utilized to perform a qualitative estimation of the tag RF
field signal strength detected by the reader antenna. This
practically realizable approach was utilized to qualitatively determine the profile of the tag radiation pattern by
monitoring the number of times the reader would read a
tag each second.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. The
reader antenna, used as the test antenna, was attached to
an insulated pole and the tag was attached to another pole
that rotates horizontally through 360 degrees in steps of
22.5 degrees. This replicates the manufacturer’s set-up for
determining the tag radiation patterns shown in Figures 5b
and 6b. The RFID system used is the ALIEN Technologies ALN-9900 reader, a circularly polarized reader antenna together with ALIEN tags ALN-9540, ALN-9554,
ALN-9534, and ALN-9529. These tags are characterized
by their different sensitivities and read ranges, which depend primarily on their antenna design and radiation patterns [8]. To validate the proposed radiation pattern estimation method the ALN-9540 and ALN-9534 tag radiation patterns were determined. The ALIEN Technologies
RFID system software [9] was utilized to tally the number
of tag reads within a predetermined time frame (see Figure 4). The average number of reads per second was acquired over a sample time of 30 seconds. The radiation
pattern was then plotted as number of reads/sec versus
horizontal (azimuth) angle.

Figure 4. Alien Technologies RFID software

The manufacturer radiation patterns for both the 9540
and 9534 tags are shown in Figures 5a and 6a, respectively. These radiation patterns are produced under constrained test conditions in an anechoic chamber isolated
from external physical effects. The estimated real-world
radiation pattern, plotted as number of reads/sec versus
horizontal angle of rotation, is shown in Figures 5c and
6c, respectively. Comparing the two sets of patterns
clearly indicates that the proposed method was successful
in reproducing the profiles of the radiation patterns.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) ALN-9540 Tag manufacturer radiation pattern
(b) Tag orientation with reader antenna (c) Real world tag
radiation pattern
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Figure 7. Tag on top of the board with its radiation pattern

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. (a) ALN-9534 Tag manufacturer radiation pattern,
(b) Tag orientation with reader antenna, and (c) Real-world
tag radiation pattern

Performance Evaluation
Experiments
The following real-world experiments were conducted
based on the actual PCB assembly and test processes at
the PCB production plant. Two issues were identified as
problematic. The first is the placement of the tag on the
PCB, and the second is the process environment effects.
The experiments were conducted at the EMS production
plant and the analyses were performed at the University
RF communication lab.

A. Tag Placement on PCB
The ALN-9540 squiggle tag was attached to the PCB at
different locations. Two main locations were considered.
First, the tag was placed on an unpopulated copper-free
area at the top of the PCB. Second, the tag was placed
directly on a populated area of the PCB. The radiation
patterns were determined for the two cases. With the tag
placed on an unpopulated metal-free area away from the
conducting areas of the PCB, Figure 7, the radiation pattern measurements indicated minimal effects on tag performance. However, when the tag was placed over the
populated area it was completely disabled (see Figure 8).
This is due to the behavior of the UHF RF signal as it
encounters a highly conductive surface [10] and [11].
That is, a 180-degree phase reversal causes the cancellation of the incident signal and the attenuation of the RF
field to such a low level that the tag can no longer power
itself.

Figure 8. Tag placed over populated area of the board with
its radiation pattern

B. Tag Exposure To Manufacturing
Process Environment
Three experiments were conducted during which a
number of tags were exposed to a real-world PCB
assembly process environment. After each exposure
the tags’ radiation patterns were determined and
compared to their corresponding signature pattern.
All patterns are plotted as reads/sec versus horizontal angle of rotation.

C. Tag Exposure to PCB X-Ray
Tests were conducted on the squiggle tag (ALN-9540),
whose images together with its radiation pattern as provided by the manufacturer are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Squiggle ALN-9540 RFID tag
with its signature pattern

The tag was exposed to a PCB X-ray test machine at the
production plant for the same PCB test time (see Figure
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10a). The radiation pattern for the X-rayed tag was determined and compared to its pattern prior to exposure (see
Figure 10b). It can clearly be seen that exposure to the Xrays has only a minimal effect on the performance of the
tag.

(a)
(b)
Figure 10. (a) X-ray test machine, (b) Radiation pattern of
squiggle tag after being exposed to X-ray test

Tag IC with no Inlay
Tag IC with Inlay
Figure 12. The ALN-9540 tag IC after being exposed to reflow oven heat, the IC stripline interface to the tag antenna
shows signs of structural damage

Three other types of tags were tested in a lab oven. Figure 13 shows the normal tag shapes; Figures 14, 15, and
16 show the exposed tags’ IC structures and their interface to the antenna. After exposure to heat, the ALN-9554
was not functional, and the ALN-9534 and ALN-9529
were barely functional at distances of less than a half a
meter from the reader antenna.

D. Tag Exposure to Reflow Oven Heat
At the manufacturing plant several tags were exposed to
PCB reflow oven temperatures of 220 degrees C and for
the same PCB exposure time. Five tags were also baked
in a laboratory oven at the reflow oven temperature. Their
radiation patterns were determined using average
reads/sec and compared to their corresponding normal tag
signature pattern. To evaluate the extent of damage to the
tags’ structures, they were examined using a Mirtec optical inspection microscope at the manufacturer’s site to
acquire a magnified image of the tag’s IC and its stripline
interface to the antenna.
Two ALN-9540 tags, one with inlay and another with
no inlay, were placed in a PCB reflow oven for three
minutes at 210o C. None of the tags were functional after
being exposed to heat. The oven heat distorted the antenna geometry and melted the micro-stripline connection
between the antenna and the IC. The results of exposing
the ALN-9540 squiggle tag to heat are shown in Figures
11 and 12.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11. (a)Normal ALN-9540 showing the micro-stripline
connection to the antenna terminals, (b) The tag with inlay
exposed to 210o C in reflow oven. Distortion of the antenna
geometry is clearly observed

Figure 13. Normal RFID Tags exposed to heat shown from
left to right ALN-9554, ALN-9534, and ALN-9529.

Figure 14. ALN-9554 tag
IC after 210o C heating

Figure 15. ALN-9529 tag
IC after 210o C heating

Figure 16. Heated ALN-9534 radiation pattern profile produced using the read/sec versus azimuth angle. The tag IC is
functioning but its radiation capability is considerably distorted due to the damaged stripline line between IC and the
antenna
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E. Tag Exposure to Acid Cleaning
Process
Another important process during PCB assembly is the
acidic wash. A number of ALN-9540 squiggle tags were
exposed to the same conditions encountered by the PCB
during the acidic cleaning process. Figure 18 shows the
ALN-9540 tag structure and its corresponding radiation
pattern after exposure to cleaning acid. The tag geometry
was intact with no effects on the IC hardware and with no
change in its radiation pattern.

The best results were obtained when the RFID tags
were placed on an unpopulated area of the PCB. However, the tags do not function when attached directly to
the populated areas of the PCB; the RF signal received by
the tag is strongly attenuated by the populated area metal
parts and copper tracks.
Consequently, to ensure proper utilization of passive
RFID tags to track PCBs during their assembly and production, two important issues need to be addressed. The
first is the proper and careful placement of the tag on the
board avoiding any metal parts; this can be done by allocating a metal-free part for tag placement during the PCB
design stage. The second is protecting the tag from the
oven temperature, perhaps by placing it in a heat insulating enclosure. However, it must be emphasized that cost
is the main issue and any solution must take into consideration the cost of the tag relative to the production cost
of the PCB.
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